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CHAJ;>TER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Programs of.vocational·agriculture have been aneffective part.of 
' . 
the public schools throughout the Uniteq States for more than 50 years. 
These progrl:!,ms were initiated as a result of the.Smith-Hughes·Act of 
1917. Subsequent-acts have proviqed federal participation and finaneil:ill 
aid to the states. The main purpose in the ,beginn,_ing and for ~n,y· years . 
thereafter was limited to the development.of programs for per$ons,over 
14 years · of age who ha:ve e~tered upon or· are preparing to. enter upon ·the · 
• 
work of, the farm or of the ·farm home.. This direc~ion .resulted ·,in prq"." 
grams that were classified as being a part o.f rural ;schools fa,r farm 
boys in,,high .school~ 
D~e.to the many socio~ogical, technological, an,q scientific devel-
opments which greatly,affected.opportun:i,tie~ and training.needs for per-. 
sons.engaged in or hoping to be engaged.in agriculture, there was a 
shift from basic production agricqlture t<;> off-farm agricultural -relate_d 
occupations. The Vocational 1Education Act ·Of'l963 encouraged.schools to, 
initiate programs for all students intereste4 in an,y · phase o.f agri-
cultur~. This included instructions for boys and girls in urb.an ._commut1..i-
ties .as well -as .in. rural districts~ The· new programs included occupa-
tional -education for those interested in ornamental horticulture, 
agric;:ultural mechanics, agricultural sa],e.s and· services, agric4ltui;-;;il 
products aqd marketing, anq. agricqltural resources an.d fo.restty, in, . 
1 
addition to production agriculture. ThE:?se changing needs have been. 
reflected in OklahQma through the. ~nitiation of V6c~tional l\g,rioultu:c:e' 
Occupational Training .programs (VAOT) in 42 of the 354. schools t~at 
offer vo,:.:ational · agriculture prqgrams. 
2. 
The purposes of vocational education in agriculture are•derived 
from the broad setting of our democratic society; the public schoo],.s, 
agricultural.technology, a11d·vocational,;education. These purposes are 
as :follows:. (1) to contrib,ute to the _educational objectives of American 
public education, (2) to contribute to.the controlling purposes of.voca-
tional education which is to fit ,persons fo.r ga:i,nful employment, and 
(3) specifically to . provide training and. retrai,ning for youths · and 
adults which is realistic in, pertaining to actual or anticipated oppor-
tunities for employment (28). 
Baker, Dilwort;:h, and Eddy (1) concur with the career.development 
aspects of the purposes when they state: 
Career development is the result of relating means to encls· 
through planned work exploration amd establishment of career 
gqals. Research findings suggest ,that .. information should be 
presented . diffe.rently at: different stages of career develop-
ment. Such Undings.indicate.also ,that early presentation 
of occupational.information will facilitate understanding of, 
occupational , .concepts, identification of' vocatiQt1al -interests, 
realis~ in self-concept, appropriateness of vocational choice, 
and readiness to function as. an .effecti_ve employee. 
The curricu],ar approach to occupational choice through vocational, 
agriculture· iis designed to give the students needed ~xperien~es at}d · 
informatioI), to form a.sounder base for their career choices. 
In 19.68 the ·National Advisoi;-y·Council on Vocational Education (17) 
suggested the following curricular changes: 
1. Occupational preparation should· begin in th,e .elem.entary 
schools with a. realistic picture of the world of work, · 
Its fundamental purposes should be to farit:i,liat;ize :the 
student with his world. and to provide him with the 
intellectual tools and rational habits of thought to 
play a sa,tisfying role in it. 
2. In junior high school, economic orientation and. occu-
pational pr~paration should reach a more sophisticated 
stage with study by all students of the economic orienta-
tion and industrial system by which goods and services 
are produced and distributed. The objective should be 
exposure to.the full knowledge of the relative advan-
tages and the requirements of ,each. 
3. Occupational preparation should become more.specific in 
the high school though preparation should not be limited 
to a specific occupation. Given the uncertainties of·a 
changing economy and limited.experiences upon which voca-
tional choices must be .ma.de; instruction .should not be 
overly narrow but should.be built around significant· 
families of occupations or industries which promise 
expanding opportunities. 
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With these.recommendations in mind it appears th.at there is an 
obligation for implementing and eyaluating the effectiveness of a,currt-
culum that has. been bu:Ut to help students explore. all of the agri"'.' 
cultural occupations available to them. 
This project for Construction (15), Implementation (9), Evaluation, 
and Revision of Curriculum for Agricultural Career Awareness in;Ok,lal)oma 
was carried out with the support of the Agricultural Experiment·Station 
and the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational-Technical Education. 
This study concent:tat;ed specifical,ly on the Evaluation and Revisiqn of 
the career awareness curriculum. 
Statement of the.Problem 
The change in demand for employees in agricultural occupations from 
production agriculture to.off-farm .agriculture has brought into exis-
tence the need for a·program to increase the awareness of vocational 
agriculture students to the opportunities availab.le in agri-busiri.ess. 
Furthermore, this array of agri-business careers has varying requisites 
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which require the students to become aware of their interests, abilities, 
and other characteristic$ in relation to the requirements of the occu-
pations. Students of vocational agriculture at the present time are not 
properly oriented to the occupations in agriculture, to their own 
characteristics in relation to the.occupation,s, or to the decision 
making process. 
According to Kemp.(13) this is thought to be especially true of 
less-advantaged students and of students from minority grot,tps. She has 
concluded that socio-ec9nomically disadvantaged students·have so far not 
been given the vocational education opportunities they need.· Vocational 
programs have not been planned with them in mind, and in many cases the 
special needs of these young people .have not been understood. 
Hamilton (8) concurred in his study of youth with special needs in 
non-metropolitan schools in Ohio. He found that students with special 
needs were characterized as being educationally deprived, socially 
disadvantaged, and economically deprived. 
Therefore, it would seem that students with special needs have no 
sound foundation upon.which to base their choice of an occupation, 
Purpose 
The purpose of this.study was to refine and improve a career aware-
ness curriculum that; was.developed and implemented in two earlier phases 
of a funded research project and to appraise its effectiveness in aiding 
disadvantaged and minority group students in their knowledge of agri-
cultural careers. 
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Qbjectives of the.Study 
The primary obje.ctives of this study, Phase III of a larger.pro-
ject, were to determine if the curriculum tha.t was constructed during 
Phase I and implemented during Phase II was effective in increasing the 
vocational agriculture stoo.ent's ability to (1) identify the .occupa-
tional clui;;ters available in.the broad field of agriculture; (2) locate 
specific occupations which might match their abilities and interests .· 
withi,n these clusters; (3} identify specific employment requirements for 
these occupations; (4) identify _the benefits av,ailable through empl9y-
ment in.these occupations; (5) evaluate their own.strengths and weak-,. 
ne.sses in relation to those required by the occupations.with the aid of 
the instructors and self-assessment instruments; (6) identify the mel;).ns 
ot' securing employment in these occupations, .such as cooperative work-
study pr9grams, federal and state employment services, and other pers~nal 
actions to secure employment; and (7) .make a tentative career develop-
ment plan. 
In order to fulfill the objectiv~s of the study, a comparison.must. 
be made to ._determine (1) if there were differences in the . accomplish-
ments between the advantaged and disadvantaged students who were taught 
the career. awareness curriculum a:Qd · (2) if there were. differences. among 
the various ethnic groups that were taught the curriculum. 
Hypotheses 
In order to accomplish the ab.ove objectives., the following 
hrpotheses were.tested at,the .01 ·level of signifiqance: 
H01: No sign:i,ficant difference will exist bet:ween the ga;i.n. scores 
made by the advantaged and disadvantaged students when both 
are.taught th~ career development curriculum. · 
No significan,t difference will result in, the gain a.cores of 
students from the ·various ethnic groups that are taught-the 
career awareness curriculum. 
Need for the Study 
6 
From the data amassed and reviewed during Phases I and II of this 
project l:!,nd as denote.din.a 1967 st4d.y,by the Oklahoma State Research 
Coordinating .Units (23}, it cari be deduce'd that students in Oklahoma are 
very unsure about their fu:ture after •. graduation from high school. 
However, it was assumed in this study. that. when, students . enro:t,.1 · in ,voc·a.,. 
tional agricultm:;-e · they have·. an. interest in an agriculturally-related 
occupat;ion. 
Since·. thi_s curriculum far exploring careers in agriculture. was the 
first of its kind to be.developed and implemented in Oklahoma, it was 
imperative that it be evaluat~d. ,atld revised so that it .might better meet 
its objectives. 
In 1971, the ,National.Association of State Directors of Voc~tional 
Education (18) spelled 9ut a n,eed for this type of study: 
••• Career decis:ton .must be maqe through sensible, choice 
r~ther than haphazard chance .••• and that actual pre-
paration for er;i.try .into careers in an organized; purposeful 
manner is a .self.,.evident.requisit •••• It is ,the posi~ion 
that public ecl,ucation from kindergarten through college must 
set. about ma~i,ng ai;-rangements ·o~ organization and instruction 
that will neet such needs~ · 
These needs were also implied by Kemp,(13) in her study of ,sociq-
economically hancl,icapped youth. She concluded that we can no longer. 
overlook .the less-advantaged in our schools. However, it was ,.also. 
pointed out that vocational -education cannot solve the problem unaided; 
all educatqrs must work .together to fo.rmulate progrqms which .will ·help 
conduct the individual from childhood throug}:i adulth9od; 
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Scope of, th.e Study. 
The .distdct supervisors c;>f vocational agricultm::e from the 
. ' ' . ' " ' 
Northea~t an4 ~outheast districts in Okl~homa were asked to identify 
schools from their clistriots with the greatest enrollment of ethnic and· 
less-advantaged students in the Vocational Agriculture I classes. The 
vocational agriculture ,teachers from these s.chools were interviewed, and 
th';)se ,who were most interested in teaching about agricultural .ca.reers 
were asked,_to te~ch the units. The three schools fr.om t4e. Northeast 
District and the five from the Southeast District tha~ best met-the 
req,uirements for this.study were selected.by the researcher to partici-
pate in the.project. 
T}:le students were first grouped ethnically. Th,ey .were further 
identified as disadvant:aged,if·they were .mentally ,or physically hancli-
capped .. or if the parents' 3:ncome was . below $3,000. The students wq.o 
were not econ.omically disadvantaged or mentally ,or.physically ,handi-
capped.were listed as adva~taged. This classification was.carried out· 
by the .teachers.in each of,the sch,aols. 
There were also several factors •that tended to litllit the scope 9f 
the .study and which should be. taken into consideration before any 
generalizations are made ab,o.ut the results of the "St\J.dy. Thes~ limita-
tions were as.follow: 
L The· study was, limited to ninth, gr,de vocat:Lonal agr;iculture 
students in eight.Oklahoma,h:l.gh ,schoc;,ls. 
2. Only six spe<;:ific agr:i,.cu~tur.al caree.r units were .considered in. 
the study. 
J. Implications of this study are not p.eces_sarily applicable to 
some vocational agriculture. departments in Oklahom~ d.ue to the fact that 
these were _selected schools and may or may not be representative of 
s~hor;>ls with.in, the state._ 
4. There is no wa-y of measuring the variability of the ,teacher 
input at this time •. 
Definition .of -Terms 
Cei;ta::i,.n terms used th_rougho1,1t this study had ~pec;ial meanings. or 
implications. These terms. and their definitions ,are as follow: . 
. '· 
1. · General agricultural occupation clusters one,of-the seyen 
divisions of agriculture as defined by the United States -Office -,of . 
Equcat:ion •. 
2. Specific agricultural occupation clusters -- one specifiq area 
of agriculture and agricultural instruction within one of the s~ven 
divisions of agricultur~ as defined by the United States Office of 
Education. 
3.. Specific agriqultural .occu,patim:1; -- _an occupation of· an indi"'.' 
vidual who is employed in one of the-seven division~ of agriculture as 
defined :by the United States Office of Education •. 
4. Less-advantaged -- the voca:t:j.onal agricultu,:-e student was 
classified ,as less-advantaged if he_ possessed one of the following 
characteristics: (a) parents' ·income ,bel<;>w $3,000 annually or (b) the 
student was ~ent:ally or physically handtcapped. 
5. Ethnic . backg_round 
Negro, or Indian •. 
stud.en.ts . were · identified as Caucasian, 
6. Mean gain -- -the ave:i;:-age difference between pre-: anc;l post-test 
scores whether it .is positive or negative. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LLTERATURE 
' 
In this review of literature the succeeding issues were considered: 
1. The the9retic;.al oon,cepts o;f vocational development, c~reer 
choice, and d~cis~on making., 
2. The apprc;>priate areas· f o.r occupational stqdy in agriculture. 
3.. Methods of evaluating curriculum .• , 
Theoretical . Concepts .. of V<?cational Development, 
Occupational Choice, a~d, Decision Making 
Acco~ding t:o Super·. (24) the theory of vocati9nal development. can b.e 
summariz.ed in a sequence ·of ten statements: 
' . . . 
1. People have differe1't al?ilities, interests, anc;l perso~alit~es. 
2. These characteristics qualify eaoq. person fqr a numbe+ of occu-. 
pations. 
3. · Each occupation requires a cer;ain pat tern of abilities, 
interests, and personality traits, with t,;:,lerances_wide enough tc;> allow 
a variety of occul)ations ·fo:i;- eacl,. pe-:i;-son ar,id a variety·of,in,dividuals iD; 
each occupation. 
4. V9c;ational preference. and competenotea, th~ aituatio~a in which 
people.live .. and work, and henee,their self coni;:epta are fairly stable 
from,late.adolescence until .maturity,, m~ing choioe and adjustment:a 
continuous proc.ess ~ 
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5. The process.may be summed up in a .series ·of,life stages-
characterized a51 those of .growth, e~loration, establishment,. mainten"7 
ance, and dec+ine; and those stages in turn may_be subdivided into 
(a) the fantasy, tentat:i,.ve, and realistic phas.es, of -the exploration 
stage and (b) the trial and staple phases of the establishment phase. 
6. 'l'he nature.of the career pattern (that is, the occupational 
level att,ained, the sequel'.l,ce,' frequency, duration of trial, and stable 
jobs.) is determined by the individual's ,parental ,socio-ec0nomic level~ 
mental ability, personalitY;, ·and by the opportunities to which he is -
expose~. 
7. Development th:rough the life, stages can be_ guided, pa~t],y by 
facilHating the ,process o.f matt1~~tio11- of aqilit;ies .and imteresti:; and 
partly py aiding in rea,lity testing and .in th~ development of ·the self 
concept. 
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8. The process ,-of 'vocatiot;1al dev:e19pment is es.sentially .that of : 
developing and impleme~ting a self concept: It ;is a compromise in which. 
the self co.ncept is , a product of ·the interaction. of inherited aptitqdes, 
neural and_ en.do.crine make-up, opportunity to . play ,various roles~ and 
evaluations c;>f the.extent to,which the ,result of role playi'Qg meets.with 
the apprc;,val of s.uperior.s. · and peers. 
. ' . 
9. The.process of comp:romise between iitdividual and seoia+ 
factors, between self conc~pt and. reality, is one of role playing, 
whether the role is played in fa~tasy, in the-CQQ.nseling interview, or. 
in. real life activities such as school class.es, part~tim~ wor~, or en.try 
jobs. 
10. Work and life satisfactions depend upon the extent.to which 
' . . . . . 
the individual finds. adequate outlets, f9r his abilities, interests, , 
11 
pers9nality traits, .and valt,ies; .th.ey dep~nd upon his est<;1.blishment in .a 
type of work, a work situation~ and a way of life, in which ;he can play 
the _kind of r~le·which his growth.and expl0ratory·experie11ces have led: 
him to con1;1ider: appropriate. 
From the preceding statemen.ts, it can be readily seen,, that peo.ple. 
are different .in their pe.rsonalities and a'bilities and that the ·proce·ss 
. . . ' . ' 
of vocational develoJ>ment is. ·basically that of creating and implementing 
a self c.on.cept. 
In 1963 Super (2:6) reviewed· the relationsnip between. self concepts. 
' . . ,, 
and various •criteria of vocational development and concluded th.at: 
1. 1\sreement bet;wee~ s,elf conc:;:ept and ~ne' s. own oc.cupatiori-al 
concept is . related to o.caupati,onal prder:e-q.ces , and to 
both inte.rnal and external· criteria of succ_ess and satis-
factio~. 
2. Agreement betweenth,e self cqncepts and the occupational 
role concepts of important persons ha.s so·far tended not 
to be•related to external,. criteria of succees~ 
3. Vocatio~B;l self concept$ a-r;e a functi.on of perception of 
tne. . occupat:i,onal · role. expectat:i,onl!I of imp9rtant persons, 
and·are related to leyel of attainm~nt in an occupa,tion. 
' ' ' 
4. Agreement: bet'feen . self ; conc~pts , an.d other measures of th,e 
same· characteris,tics,,. that is s,elf un,derstan,ding,. incr.ease 
at varying rates with :age in adolescence-and is.related· 
to the st~ength of certa:i,n need,s. . . 
5. · Adolescents' 1parent-:-identification (agreement between. 
self Concept Of parent) _are related to type. of VQCational 
interest._ Identif~cation with the like-se::x;ed parent· , 
te"Q.dS, in. -boys, tQ be related to simila,:rity of .,son IS. to 
fathe:r::;' s vocational· interes.t; in the ,riinth grade but nc;,t · 
in the twelfth. 
With these ideae in mi,11:d, _it seems that the curriculum .<level.oped 
for career education at the ninth ~rade !eve], should help the stud_ent 
accumulate information about agricultural occu~ations · an_d help him in_ 
making _his oc.cupational oh9ice. · Therefore, according to Super. (25): 
. • . Vocational maturity in ninth grade boys,, as evaluated 
by,intercorrelations among measures, is primarily .orientation 
to the need to make educational and vocational choices, 
including acceptance of responsibility for choosing and plan-
ning .an information getting approach to the orientation and 
choice process it is.essentially, planfulness. 
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Since. an occupation means much in an individual's life in our 
society, an occupational awareness curriculum seems to be the most 
appropriate means of presenting the various agricultural careers to the 
students. Hoppock (12) concurs: 
One·cannot chqose.what.one does not know, and many.occupations 
are unknown tc, most of us. One may stumble into an appropriate 
occupation by sheer luck, but tl;le wise choice .of an.occupation 
requires accurate information about the occupations available, 
what they require, and what they offer. 
Venn (31) agreed with Hoppock when he·said: 
The occupational life of a young person will largely be . deter- . 
mined by the ,kind and level of education he receives. Stu-
dents decisions are therefore crucial ones, They will, in · 
effect, determine whether vital man power needs are to be met, 
whether human resources.will be equal to. ec9nomic potential. 
Further the stu<;lents decision about his education will to a 
large extent define his future occupational role, But student 
knowledge of the .world of work is today quite c:i,.rcumscribed, 
in-as-much as most situations are unseen.and unknown to young 
people. · 
A third author, Key (14), agrees that students need help in 
gathering occupational inform~tion. He suggests that educators should 
take into· a<;!oount the attr.ibutes of the individual, the influences of 
the occupations, and the different parts of the choice""".making process in. 
setting up career awareness progr~ms. 
According to Herr (10) the decision making process in vocational. 
development and occupational choice is perhaps the most important step 
to be taken by the student: 
It seems clear that although a decision may seem discrete, it 
is really only a step in a series of previously made deci-
sions. It is influenced by multiple factors which inclu<;le: 
(1) personal·var.iables such as aptitudes, interest, sex 1 age, 
physical strength, and . persqnal .,history; (2) social and 
ctiltural factors;, which ope1;a,te .on ~ .impersanal bas.is, 
inchiding saoial yalues. and other nor.ms, job requiremen:ts, 
and emplOYIQ.ent.opportunities;. (3) interpersonallre:J,ation-
ships ; received by , the, decision-maker; 'aqd · (4) t~e rel,evance 
of. the decision-ma,kers reference groups~ . 
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Acc;ording to Hilton (11) t1'ere are several theorie.s on career 
deoision-maki.ng and it~ relationship to ·vocational ,.develppnwnt. He 
states; "The redu.ction of dissona1;w,e aq10ng a person's beliefs about 
himself·and his environments is:the major motivation of.career decision-
making." 
Hilton takes his lead from Festinger's The9ry of,Cognitive 
Dissonance (7) which shows that.the magnitude-of information used in 
' ' ' 
decis j,.on-making is , so illl1llense tha.t. the , individual of ten makes , a cho~ce 
premature],y,. without fu],ly considering the implications of the ,de~ision, 
in <>rder to reduce the pre'=!sures attacl,dng him as . he sorts through· the 
floods of ib.format;ion relevartt to-.choice. 
In. 1972 Croft (3) discussed the use of simulation games in the 
decision makinE!; process: 
Games can b.e traced back thrqugh . antiquity. They · have been 
used for many centuries, for example, by generals iri the 
training of armies. However, the use of games in education 
has been a relatively .recent· development;. ' 
On~ of the earliest·• SURport:ers ,of games in education was John. 
Dewey. In addition to feel:{.ng that games.fulfilled a bade htµnan.need. 
for mak;e~believe a~tivitie~, he also said, '.'Games provide fresh and· 
deeper ;meanings to t1:1e usual ac.tivities of life" (5). He believed, that 
the:games should not,be confl!idered simply.as "relief from the.tedium and 
a.train o~ regular school work" (4). 
Farran (6) in his work with underachievers found that .·there was. 
greater achievement with simulation games b.ased upon, individu.al 
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competition rather than group competition. He also found evidence that 
games seem to induce-indi,vidua,l traits or skills that.were,not obtained 
throllgh regular teaching methods, e.g., deqision making. 
Boocock (2) .found no consistent linkage between perfo];'mance in .. a 
game and academic achievement. Thus, it may be inferred that the 
poorest student in the class is as likely as the best student to be the 
winn~r of the game. The implicat:i.on is that s:i.mulation games may be 
very good tool~ in working wi~h disadvantaged and ethnic groups. 
The use of si.mulation games in the claE1sroom has been basically a 
phenomenon of the 1960's and is incomplete. 
Appropriate Areas ,for Occupational Study 
in Agriculture 
The broad field. of .agriculture is ve,ry diversified. Before the 
problem of developing a curriculum ,could be approached in a ,logical 
sequence it was neceE;1sary to divide agriculture into several areas which 
are in themselves unique 'but in total make up agriculture. 
The United States Office of Education divided agriculture into 
seveq areas of.instruction. The Office of Education,'s•publication 
Vocational Education agd Occupations (29) makes the following state-
ments: 
Agriculture is comprised of the group of related courses 
or units of-subject matter which are organized for carrying 
on learning experiences concerned with preparation for or up-
grading in occupations requiring knc.)wledge ·an<! skills in, 
agricultural subjects. The functions of ,agricultural pro-
duction, agricultural supplies~ agricultural mechanization, 
agricultui;-al products (processing,), ornamental horticulture, 
forestry and agric4ltu~a1 resources, and the services related 
there to, are em.phasized in the instruction designed to pro-
vide their competencies in agricultural occupations.· An 
agricultural occupation may include.one or any combination 
of these functions. 
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The USOE has coded each of the previously mentioned areas of 
instruct;ion and a.brief description ,of ·the iristruct;iond program of each 
is given in, .Vocational Education a~d Q()cupations (29) .• · 
1.01 Ag:r;iculture Prod1,1ction is con<;:erned with principles and 
practices involved in th~ production of livestock and. crops. 
1.02 ,Agricultural Suppl~es and ~ervices is concerned with: 
furnishing production ,needs of farmers relative·to.specialization, aild 
c_ombinat_ions. of manufacturing,, sales, and service·s. 
1.03 Agricultural-Mechanics pertains to t~e ·sales and services of· 
agri<;:ultural power and related equipment both on and off.farm. 
1. 04 _Agricultural Praduc ts is conce:r;-ned with _the a51seml?ly, grading, 
sortin_g, testing, storing, and marketing of livestock, and crops. 
1.05 Ornamental Ho.rticulture is concerned with the pr9duction, 
dis-tribution, .. and utiliza:tion of plans of ornamen_tal -value. 
1. 06 Agricultural :Resqurce~ deals with the principles and processes 
in conservation and improve~ent of environmen,tal resources. 
1.07 Fo7estry pertains to .the management of tree.s .grow.n as a crop. 
For.each pf these areas,of instruction the,occuJ?ations which are 
contained in each divisioll are identified in Vocational Education.and 
, ' , ' ' •, ' . ~ . 
Occupations_ (29'). · The task analysis- and job description for each occt,1-
pation listed above were taken.from the Dictionary of Occupc;ttioq,al 
Titles (30). 
Lar~ (15) follollf.ed the classification and coding system used by th.e 
United States I)epartment of Health, Education and We:J.fare (29} and the 
United States Department of Labor (30) in selecting the ·appropriate 
areas for occupational 1:;1tudy. an,d curriculum c,levelopment in _vo.cational · 
ag~iculture in Oklahoma, 
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Method of Curriculum Eva,luation 
In this study the purpose<,of the curriculum wa.s,to lead to certain 
desired outcomes which were i;;tated in the form of "terminal," and 
"specific" objectives by La.rk (15h 
Pert~ining to what the student ne~ds to know ab«;>Ut occupations, . 
i •• 
Hoppock (12) stated the following: . 
The learner should know _ (1) employment;: pr9spects, (2) nature 
of work, (3) work·env:ironment, · (4) qualif;i,.cations; .(5). unions.,·-
(6) dis.crimination, (7) prepara,tion, (8}. advancement, 
(9) earnings, (10) number-and distribution .of the workers, and 
(11) advanta.ges,and disadvantages. 
In 1969 ~ar!:!an (16) concluded that .education and .training of yo.uth 
and adults for employment deman.ds; mare serious considerat;ion be. given 
to the 'following: 
l.· · Inc:;reasirtg use of analysis as · the ,foundation for voq..a-
tion,al curriQultims, 
2. Coditying and defining terms used.· 
3. Developing common understandings.of effective pr<;>cess~s 
of-anal,ysis. 
4. Accepting .of procedures found fullctional by 0th.er voca-
tional services. -
According to Larlf (15}, -five basic elements should be considered 
when writing "tenn:i,.nal" and "specif:i,.c'' 01:?jectives for career exploration 
curriculum units. TheY, are as follow: 
(1) .Object;:iv~s should be clear and· concis~. The teacher. 
should not be concerµed with .writing something beautiful and 
flowery. ·He is not producing a work that; the:literature, 
cr:i,tic will judge. He should be interested in writing his. 
objectives so that anyone· who is kn;owledgeab,le in,,the subject_ 
can read and.know-precisely what is.meant~ There should be 
no room foi;- misinterpretation. 
(2) The obj eo.tives should b.e realistic and fit the grade 
1eve1 for which u,.eYare writteq.. u the reader thinks this 
is· un"tjl:orthy of cc;,i:mnent, al,1 he ,needs to do is examine criti-
cally almqst any publish,ed list qf objectives for a unit 9r 
cqurse. He .will find that. most souqd good but th.ere are too 
many and they are too difficult for the given grade level and 
the amount of lea~ning.time. 
(3) Objectives should be attainable by instruction and 
capable of being measured. Many teachers say they are 
teaching thi:q.gs such as hone.sty, leadership, and creativity, 
to name a few. In reality, they have done little to foster 
these ideas, let alone actu«:1lly provided instruction to 
develop an,d measure them. 
(4) Specific objectives .listed for a particular un.it 
or course ,should be ,claimed only if the . course develops • them 
entirely, or more so than any other c<;>u.rse, · or to a signifi-
cant degree. 
(5) And last .of the geP,Ef(al considerations, there should 
be as many objectives as are necessary or appropriate for the 
course .or unit. 
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Patton (19) suggests, ''Since the influence of curr:i,culwn materials 
is. becoming more,importa:Qt today than ever before, any eva],uation of 
them must be measured with their potential impact." 
With the desired outcome and purpose .in mind, it is no.w practical 
to decide which method .of curriculum evaluation, to use. 
Popham (21) states: 
The most defensible criterion by which to judge the ade-
quacy of the curriculum materials is the degree to which 
those m&terials, if ,used as directed, can.consistently bring 
about desired changes.in the behavior of the intended· 
learners. 
Popham (21), listed four steps in evaluating curriculum. The first 
step is to construct or select a set of operationally stated instruc-
tional behaviors which ycm · expect the curriculum materials . to fulfill. 
Secondly, pre-test the degree,to which the learners can already perform 
the behavior of the intended objectives. The third step is to allow the 
learners to use the curriculutn,materials as directed by the developer of 
the materials. The fourth step involve~ post-testing learners to see 
whether or not th~ objectives have been accomplished. 
In 1962 Taba (27) made the following commeqts in reference to 
curriculum evaluation: 
Since the curriculum is. ess.entially a plan for helping .stu-
dents to learn, ultimately all evaluation goes.back to the 
criterion of effectivenei;;s of learning. 
No one doubts that evaluation serves an important role in.· the 
curriculum, teaching, and learning. The way of evaluating 
what is learned dicta,tes.the way·in which learning takes. 
pla.ce. The scope of.evaluation determ;ines what.types or 
levels of learqing are emphasiz.ed, no matter what the curri-
cu•lum indicates. Furthermore, no mcl,tter what the teacher 
stresses, the student will selectively address himself to 
the learning on which he is examined.· 
First evaluation must be consistent with the objectives of 
the curriculum •. 
Evalu.ation progrq,ms sl),ould also be as comprehensive in ·scope 
as are the objectives of the scqool. 
Another important criter:ion of evaluation .is·that its results 
be sufficiently diagnosticito•distinguish various levels of 
performance or mastery .. attained and describe the strengths 
and weaknesses in the proces$es as well as in the product 
performance. 
Finally, it should be pointed out the evaluation should be.a 
continuous process and an integral part of curriculum devel-
opment and of instruction. 
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Evaluation has been widely aGalaimed as essential to the improve-
ment of the instructional process. Popham and Baker. (22) emphasized 
that the performance,of the learner can accurately reflect•the per-
formance of the instructor.· They support· criteri,on-referred tests 
(designed to.measure the objectives.taught) as the ,most.desirable gauge. 
Generally, student.behaviors have been sampled to determine i~ the 
required behavioral change.has 9ccurred. 
To date., research has aP,peared to justify the teaching of occupa-
tions. However, if future evidence contradicts rather than confirms the 
studies, many of thef\1 may have to be.discounted. From tl,le research to 
date, Hoppook (12) inferred that courses in occupations: 
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1. Increased the job satisfaction and earning power of the stu..-
dents-who went to college. 
. ' 
2~ Reduced.unemployment among both graduates.and d:t'op outs. 
3~ In.cteased the range of occupations in which. students were 
interested. 
4. Increased the ability of students to an,swer questi0n,s abo.ut 
occupations. 
5. With emphasis upon .local opportunities for employment, brought 
occupational cho:i,ces,into closer harmoney with emp:J,.oyment_ 
opportunitief:! but failed tQ bring them into close.r harmony with 
measured student abilities. 
6. Courses.in occupations plus individual counseling produced 
better results than either one alone. 
7. Satisfied more,high school princ:i,pal~ than did other sources 
with occupational units. 
8. With speakers and student visitations to the job were.more 
effective than pamphlet~ and films. 
9. Reduced the turnover among new employees by improving knowledge 
of what the job required. 
Summary 
The process of vocational de~elopment may be summed up in.a series 
of life stages characterized as thos.e of growth, exploration, .establish-
ment, maintenance, and decline. These stages may be in turn divided 
into (a) fantasy, tentative, and realistic phases of the.exploration 
stage and (b) the trial and, stable phases of the .establishment stage. 
The-tentative stage (between 11 and 17 years) was dealt with in this 
study. 
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Although being varied it\ their a,pprc;,aohes, .th~ occupational choice 
theories agree .that, the at;tributes of the in_dividual and the -influences 
of the occupations are joined through.the matching, need·satisfaction, 
compromise, and cG>ping actipns .. of· the choice. , It ·is .generally agreed 
tha.t the concept of career oho::f..c.e encompasses · a sequence of compromise 
choices· that the individual makes th;roughc;,ut his life. 
Although the car,eer decision may· seem discrete, it is really only 
one.step in a s.erie13 o.f prev;l.ously made decisions. Multiple facto.rs 
that may influence the decision include, (1) personal variab.les ,such. as. 
aptitudes, interest~ age, sex, perso.nal hfatory, and physical strength; 
(2) social anq cultural factors, whicp, operate on an impersonal ba_sis~ 
including social values and norms, job requirement;:s, and employ111,ent. "'] 
OJ?portun~tie~; · (3) interpensonal rel;ationshi_ps received by the. decision . / 
make.r ; and ( 4) . the 
In developing 
relevaqce , of the decision-make.r's reference ·groups.. ( 
curricul,um ~:me should cc;msider the needs . of the. stu- / 
dept;, contem.poracy.life outside the;school; and the subject,matter · 
specialist. Curi;iculum should oontai~-speci,.fied behaviors. These 
should be stated behaviorally and the 1student s.he>uld be aware of them. 
Students' decision making behavior may be enhanc,:ed via simulation 
games.· There has been no consistent·re],ationsh:i,p between the student's 
r ' • ' • ' • , 
academic and game. performa,nce. Thus; it would. seem that, the poorest 
student in the class is as likely as the be~t stu~ent to b~ a winner. 
This would imply tqat games, would b.e especially valuable, for the less- . 
advantaged student. 
The app,r;opr:i,ate ·,areas for occupation.al study in vocaUonal agri-
culture have b_een iden,tif;ed as agricult;ural pr<;>duction,. _agri(?ultural 
supplies/service~, ,agricultural ·mechanics, .agricult1;1ral products, 
. . . ' . 
l 
"-.._ 
\ 
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agricultural resources, forestry, and ornamental horticulture. 
The time of implementation of the curric.ulum for career explora-
tion in vocational agriculture for thi!;l study was the ninth grade level. · 
It ,was assumed that when, a riinth grade student en.rolled in., vocational 
agriculture he had an interest in the broad.field of agriculture. The 
vocational mat;urity of·ninth, grade boys·is primarily oriented to the 
nee.cl to make educational and 'vocational choices. 
Since the influence of curriculum materials is becoming more. 
importan~ today.than ever before, any evaluation of.them must be 
measured with their potential impact on the learner; The most· 
defensible criterion by which the adequacy of curricu.lum materials may 
be judged i$ the.degree to,whicl;l these materials consistently brings 
about the inte.nded behavioral changes in the learner. 
There are four basic.steps in curriculum evaluation. The first. 
step is to. cons.truct a set of behaviorally stated instruotiona1 objec-
tives which the ourricu],um mater~als are expected to accomplish. 
Secondly, pre-.test the degree to which the learner.can already perform 
the behavior of the objectives. The third step is to.permit·the learner, 
to use the,curriculum as directed by the developer of the materials. 
The .fourth step invqlves post-testing the lea'.('ner .. to see whether or not 
the curriculum objectives were attained. 
CHAPTER III , 
PROCEDURE AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Th_e purpose ·of this, chapter was to ,describe the procedures and 
design u~ed in the refinement and eval~ation of .. the agricultural career 
aware-qe$S curriculum •. 
Introduction and Background 
It:i 1969.the United Sta;es Office of Education.divided the agri.:.. 
cqlture occupational·cluste;r into seven in,stru~tioI1-al areas. The.areas 
as defined in. the Health., .Edqcation and Welfare publicat:;:1.on. Vocatioll..al · 
Edqoat:j.on Occupations' (29) are (1) agricultural producti,;m, (2) agri-
cultural sui;>pl:i,.es and servic~s, (3) agricultu-ral products (processing), 
(4) agricultural ·me~hanios,. (5) Ort\amental horticulture, (6) forestry, 
ancl (7) agricultural res<;>t:1rees. · 
In Phase I of th;is project Lai:;k · (1~) combined f9restry .an,g agr:i..-
culturql res,our(;!es into -one · in~ttucti<;mal area due to_ thei:i;- similar:i,ty 
and lack of,dema~d data in:Okla,homa. Therefore, the career explo:t;"ation 
curriculum constructed.during Ph~se I was 9riented around the ,career 
opportt,1;nit:i.es available,in the fields <;>f (1) agricultural productien; 
(2) agricultural supplies anq. services, (3) agricultural pr9ducts, 
(4) agrio.ultural mecbanics, (5) ornamental ,hort:;iculture, and 
(6) forestry and agricultural reso.urces. 
. . ' 
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All of the occupations fo.r each area of instruction in Phase I and 
II of ,the project were listed accoi;ding to tqe Dictionary.of Occupa-:;-
tion,al Titles (30) job .description a:nd numbering system. 
Evaluation and Revision of Curriculum. 
The procedures for revision and evaluation of the curriculum 
developed and implemented during the.first two phases of this.project 
and its effects on the. vocational agriculture students were as.follow: 
L Refine and improve the yrogram ba.sed on the recommendations, of 
the teachers and students.participating in the.curriculum 
project. 
2. Select schools with sufficien~ numbers of students in the 
advantaged--less-advantaged categories .and the differen.t ethnic 
groups from the Vocational Education Enrollment Report in 
cooperation with the teach.ers and district supervisors of voca-
tional agriculture. 
3. Review the curriculum units with the teachers prior to teaching. 
4. Pre-test students using the general test made up of selected 
representative questions from all units. 
5. Have vocational agriculture teachers teach the units •. 
6. Post..:.test students using .the general test made up of selected· 
representative .questions, from all units. 
7. Review units with teachers after units are taught. 
8. Identify students according to advantaged-disadvantaged and 
ethnic groups. 
9. Deter~ne appropriate statistical technique to analyze pre- and 
post-test results. 
Refinement of the .Unit1;1 
Dudng this. phase~ the curricul'1111 units were revised. ba.sed on the 
recommendations·9f the teaohers,and students that participated in 
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Phase II.of the project, The·major revisions completed were (1) lower-
ing the.reading level of all units, (2) illustrating .and picture•coding 
the instruoti<;mal ,areas, ancl (3) the cqmbining of•. the agrioult;ura:J.. 
olu$ter unit to eliminate repetition and the addition of a ·simulation . 
game •. 
Selectiqn of Scho9ls 
The selection of schools.with .sufficient numbers of students in the 
advantaged--less-advantaged a.nd. the various. ethn:i,.c. · gr9ups · appeared to be. 
an essential step iIJ. this investigation. The supervisors fro:m the 
Northeast and Southeast Districts were asked to supply.the names of 
schools from their districts that had large numbers of ethnic groups an.d 
ac;lvantaged-disadvantaged students. After the, schools were identiUe.d, 
the Vocationa.1 E;ducation Enrollment ReP.9rt, for each school was surveyed; 
the.teachers were then,interviewed. The eight.schools that best fit the 
prescribed criteria and had the .most ·willing teachers .were selected to 
participate. in the project. The schools were as follow: 
Code Schoel. District 
01 Jay, Northeast 
02 Oaks Mission Northeast 
03 Grant·· Southeast 
04 Idabel Southeast 
05 Hugo S9utheast 
06 Ft. Towson Southe~st 
07 Boley Northeast 
08 Boswell Southeast 
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All of ,the stud.e~ts·iQ. the .study were ~oc~tional Agric4ltu1;"e I 
(ninth grade) students. This.age level wa,s chosen because,accC>rdi:qg to 
Supe17 ,_ ( 24) : 
All this stage of development when adolescent~ are pegimliQ.g 
ta bEr called upon to make. a series :of'pre-vocational.and 
vocational choices.they.need experien,ces which help.them to-
develop better self umJerstanding and self-acceptan~e. 
Review of qurriculum Units With Teachers 
After the sol)ools were selected, the . teachers _were . invited to dis-
cuss the :units, and view the video, tapes.. The suggestions .of the tea~hers 
were recorded and the feasible changes were made in,the units. Three of 
the teachers could not be present, so a,visit_ was._made to ·the.ir schoe>ls~ 
and the.curricul1,lm was reviewed. 
The studies conc:;lucted by Lark (15) and Henderson - (9) in Phase I aIJ.d 
Phase II of this projec;:,t, respectively, indicated. that; the 1 studerit~ who 
w-ere taught the,caree::r; development; un:i,.ts showed a significant _increase· 
in knowledge o:f; occt,1pattons,when,.compared to the students in the-control 
schools .. taught· th~ ccmyentionaJ agricultural curricuJ,.um. Based on tq.is 
informat:f,.on and the ,lack of su:f;ficient ,numb,ers of dis.!l.dvantaged an.~ the, 
ethl}:i,c -groups, in · the previous phases; Phas.e III ,has W,orked entirely tvi th 
theae grQUP$· 
'reaching the . Curriculum 
Before,the uni:ts.wete taught, a.suggeste,d order-of activities was 
discussed with, each. teE!acher to help standardize. their teaching. The 
suggested , ordeJ;" was .as follow-s: 
1. Start the curriculum·wi-r;:h the s.el:f-discovery unit, followei:},by 
the general uni,t, the -agricu.itur~l clus.ter unit, the specific 
agricultural occupation .units, and then complete the .series 
with the decision making unit and the Pay.Day Game. 
2. Review .the unit objectives with the students. 
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3. Have students study inf9rmation sheets and complete.the assign-
ment sheets. 
4. Discuss the information sheets and the assignmen.t sheets. 
5. Show video-tapes on· the occup1;1tions, tak.e field trips, or 
utilize other.methods of learning about occupations. 
6. Discuss the occupations and the unit test. 
The curriculum was.taught during spring semester .of the 1973-74 
school year. This amount of time was allocated so that·the instructors 
could have flexibility needed in teaching the units during ,the spring 
semester. However, all units were taught by May 15, 1974; to add 
unifortl}.ity to the pre.-test, post-test, and the teaching schedule. 
Testing Students 
A schedule for testing the.students was worked out with each of the 
individual schools, The schedule. had to take into CG!nsideration .the 
normal and extra-curric4lar,activities in which the .studen,ts would be 
involved during the spring semester. The pre-test was. administered 
during the pet;iod from January 15, 19 7 4, to January 31, 19 7 4; an.d the 
post-'test was given from April 17, 1974, to M~.y 15, 1974. 
Identification ,of Students Accordin,g to Ethnie 
Group'¥ and Advantaged--Less""'.'Advantaged 
The socio-economic.and the ethnic groupings of students are thought 
to be signif:icant factors in a student's ach.ievement in , school~ These . 
twq factors, were. identified by the vocational agriculture. in,stl';'uctors 
for ea~h of.the students·taking )?art in th,e ,study. The students were 
grouped as eith~r Caucasian, Negro, or, American. Indian •.. 
( '.. ' .. 
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The students were. furthei;- classified as dis.advantaged if they· were 
mentally ,or physically handicapped or if the parents' ··income was below 
$3~000. The stude~ts wh~ were neither mentally or physically. handi-
capped nor:, economically ,disadvantaged wer~ l.ist,ed as advantaged. 
Statistical Analysis 
In this study the revised curriculum units, the aq.vantaged. cla~si-
fications, ·anq the .ethn~c ·grqupings were the independent variables. The. 
student's gain scores on the ·test weJ;"e the dei;,endent . va.riables. Analrsis . 
of variance (AQV) was used·to examine all hypotheses. 
Popham. (20) states: 
Analysis of. variance, in its mqst basic. form, is nothing 
more· than a a.lever statistical met·hod of testing for signifi-
cant dt~ferences. between .mean.s qf two .or ,more groups~ · 
Typically, the ,perfonnanae oj; tlieS!e '.grot,ips ,can be. oo~sidered 
to represent results of the treattnent by an independen.t 
va~iab],e whose possible relati,onshi.p tq a dependent variable 
is being studied. . ' 
••• In essence, the method employed in the analysis of 
variance is to compute the varianaes·of the separate.groups 
being tes.ted for 'mean ,,diffel;'enqes. The scores of all sub-
jects in the., subgroups are then ,,art.ificially cqmb:ined into· 
orie total gr<;,up. This is dqne by regrouping, for analysis 
purposes, ali of the scores i:p,the several groups.as though 
they were .one group. The·varia;q,ce .of the group is _appr·exi-
mately the same as th.e ,average variance .of .the separate sub-
groups, then there e~ist .no s:l.gni'f:Lcant difference. If, on 
the.other hand, the average variance.of the artificially 
aompine4 total .group is aon,sidet:;ably larger t~an the .average 
variance of the separate . subgroups then a significant differ- . 
ence exists.between two or.more of the subgroups. ' 
• . • . The next step in the ,analysis is , to divide the between . 
mean. squares by the .withi.n mean. squares (often c,;1.lle.d the. 
'errqr term'). The result of this division yield,s a value 
referred to as F~ 
Once. the value oE F has been obtained; the statistician 
may check its significance thrqt'i.gh the i'ise of a special ,table 
of the ·sa,mpling distribution .of :F. If th_e obtai:ned · F is 
significa~tly lar·ge. to ·.be .. statistically significant, the _null 
hypc;,tl\esis is .. considered, u:nte,:ia,ble aPyd ·· the researcb.e.r con-
cludes. that the significant difference between the two means 
of two e>r me>re ·of his subgroups exists. · 
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CBA.PTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
As stated in the hypotheses, this study was concerned with differ-
ences in gain scores of advantaged, disadvantaged, and minority group 
stu.dents wh.o were taught an agricultural cai;eer .aware.ness curriculum. 
Descripti,on of Schools 
Eight schools. with sufficient numb.ers of students in the . 
advantaged, disadvantaged, and ethnic categorie~ to facilitate statis-
tical comparison were selected\from the Southea1;1t ancl Northeast Voca-
tional Agriculture Districts of Oklahoma. The five schools chosen from 
the Southeast District were.within a thirty-mile raq.ius of each other, 
and two of,the three Northeast District s~hools were.only 20 miles apart. 
None of the schools was chosen clqser than 60 miles to a large 
metropolitan center, and all of the com1µunities were agriculturally 
oriented. The types of agricultural employment opportunities available 
to graduates of the schools.appeared to be.very.similar regardless of 
location. 
Table I presents a summary of·the distribution of advantaged, 
disadvantaged, .and ethnic groups within the Vocational Agriculture I 
classes of each school. School I had only ,Caucasian and Indian ,stu-
dents. There were 18 Caucasian students, with 10 being advantaged and 
8 being disadvantaged. Of the 16 Indian students, 9 were advantaged and 
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TAB.LE I. 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF ADVANTAGED, .DISA,PV~T~G~D, 
~D ~THNIC GROUPS WITHIN THE VOCATIONAL·, 
'AGRieULTURE I.CLASSES OF EACH SCHOO!. 
Gaucasian Black Indian 
Scho9l I 
Advantaged 10 0 9 
Disadvantaged 8 0 7 
Total 18 0 16 
School Il 
Advantaged 0 0 0 
Disadvantaged. 0 0 14 
Totai 0 0 14 
School Ill 
Advantaged. 4 2 0 
Disaqvantaged 5 12 4 
Total 9 14 4 
School.IV 
Advantaged. 10 0 0 
Disadvantaged 6 6 0 
Total 16 6 0 
School V 
Advantaged 10 0 0 
Disadvantaged 4 0 0 
Total 14 0 0 
School VI 
Advantaged, 8 0 0 
Disadvaritaged 3 5 0 
Total 11 5 0 
Scho9l VII 
Advantaged 0 0 0 
Disadvantaged 0 10 0 
Total 0 10 0 
School VIII 
Advantaged 11 1 0 
Disadvantaged, 6 3 4 
Total· 17 4 4 
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Total 
19 
15 
34 
0 
14 
14 
6 
21 
27 
10 
12 · 
22 
10 
4 
14 
8 
8 
16 
0 
10 
10 
12 
13 
25 
31. 
7 were disadvantaged.- School II was an ·all Indian. school, with all 14 
of the students being cl;assified as disadvantaged. School III ·haq a·· 
total of 27 students, with_ four.being adva11taged Gaucasian, five dis-
advantaged Caucai;lian,, two adva.nt.aged Black, twelye disadvantaged Black; 
and four.disadvantaged Indian. There were 22 students in School IV, 
with ten being advantaged.Caucasian, s:ix disad,vantaged Caucasi~n~ .and 
six disadvantaged· Black. School V had 14 Caucasian students; with ten 
be:(.ng advantaged, and four being dis1:1dvantaged. SchoQl VI had eight 
advantaged Caucasian, three disad,vantaged Caucasian, and five dis-
adv~ntaged.Black, for a total of 16. School VII had ten disadvantaged 
Black students. In School VIII th,ere. were 17 Caucas~an students, 11 · 
advantaged.and 6 disadvantaged; 4 Black·students, 1 advarttaged.an,d 3 
disad.vantaged; -. an.4 4 °Indian students, all disadvan~aged,. Of _the 162 
Vocational Agricult1,1re I students who participated in the study, 85. were· 
Caucasian, 39 were Black, and 38 were Ind:i,an. Sixty-five were classi"'7 
fied as advantaged, while 97 were classified•- as disadvantaged. 
Apalysis of Data 
In Table II the mean difference betwe~n. pre- and post-tests of 
student~ from all eight, schools taught the agricultural career awareness 
currioul~m is reported~ 
It should be noted in this table th,at there.was an overall mean 
gain. of · 24. 94 between the pre-:test and post-test mean scores •. This; 
- i ' • • ' 
acoordfo.g to , the corre~atl;!d T test, proveq to be sign.ific,ant . beyond· the 
.01 level of confidence, thus indicating th,at the students as a group 
responded.to the treatment.and that the ,caieer_exploration curriculum 
was effective for the_group, regardless of sqcial -o~ ethnic classifica-
tion. 
TABLE II 
ME.W. GAIN DIFF_ERENC:E Qf S.CORES BE!WEEN: PRE:-TEST -
~D POS.T-TE.ST. OF -STUDENTS . TA,UGHT THE A,GR,I_-
CULTURAL CA:REER •.AWARENESS CURRICULUM 
32. 
Pre-Test Post-Test Mean (;ain 
Numb.er 
Mean ,Sc.ore 
162 
22. 33 · 
*Significant beyend the .• 01 level. 
162 
47.27, 24.94*· 
In Tab~e III the ,mean ga,in. scores .. were computed ·.f<;>; eacq_ of the\ 
soc;.io-ethn:f;.c · groupings possible in, this study. · It wa~ -found that the:i;-e · 
wei;e 53 advantaged Caucas~an students with a.mean gain of 27.11. There 
were 32 disadvantaged.Caucasian students with a,mean gain of 25.56. 
This gave a total ,of .85 Caucasian students in the. stud_y, with .a mean 
gain of 26.53. There wei;e only-three advantaged_Bla~ks in the.study 
with a mean .gain of 18. 33 and 36-. disadvantSiged :alacks with a mean ga:t,n 
of . 23. 56. C1;n~1bine.d, the 3~ Blacks, had a mean gain -of 23.15. There were 
38 Ame~ican Indians in the. study, with a.mean gain,of 23.24. · Nine 
Indians were advan~aged and had a mean, gain .of, 32.·11, .while 29 were qis-
advantaged, -with a mean gain o.:f; 20.48. It:_ was.further illustrated-in 
Table III :that when all 65 advantaged students were grouped they-had a 
mean. g&iil of ,27 .40, cqmpare,d to the 97 disadvan,taged stu<;ients' mean gain· 
of 23.29. These mean.gain_differenc;es, alt;hqugh small, may point out; 
. : ' ·, . ' ' 
that: social categories could possibly have a great~r effect; thaq. the, 
ethn,ic ba~kgrounds of the students. 
Social 
Category 
Advantaged 
Disadvantaged 
Total 
TABLE III 
MEAN GAIN OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST SCORES OF STUDENTS TAUGHT THE· 
AGRIGULTURAL CAREER AWARENESS CURRICULUM ACCORDING To· 
SOCIAL AND ETHNIC CATEGORIES 
Caucasian Black Indian 
Mean Mean Mean 
Number Gain Number·. Gain. Number Gain 
53 27.11 3 18.33 9 32.11 
32 25.~6 36 23 .56. 29 20. 48. 
85 26.53 39 23.15 38 23.24 
Total .. 
Mean 
Number. Gain 
65 27.40 
97 23.29 
162 24.94 
w 
w 
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It should be noted in Table III that .the lack of sufficient numbeJ;"s 
in. the various· categories might affect the .reported mean, di:l;ferences. · 
This was especially tr.ue of the advantaged Black ar;i.d advantaged·. Indian 
cells. It was these differences in numbers of students.which eliminated 
a complete.statistical comparison. The mean gain for all 162 students 
was 24.94.· 
One of the most accepted metho4s of determining statistical differ-
ences between or among means is the analysis of variance. Popham (20 
stated, "When a researcher uses the,analysis of variance statistical 
model he is primarily interested in mean difference rather than variance 
difference." 
By using the Statistical Analysis System (S~A.S.) a11d the computer, 
the between mean squares and within mean squares can be determined. 
According to Popham (20): 
The next step in the analysis is to diviqe ·the betw.een mean, 
by the within mean square (often,called the 'erro.r term'). 
The result of this division yields a value referred to as F. 
Once the value of F has been obtained, the statistician may 
check its significance through the use of a special table of 
the sampling distribution of F. If the obtained Fis suffi,-
ciently large to be statistically significant the null 
hypothesis i!:'l considered untenable and the researcher ccn-, 
eludes that.the significant·difference between the two means 
of two or more of his subgroups exists. 
In testing H01 , test gain (advantaged students·ve:rsus disadvantaged 
students) was used as the between mean square. Interaction (ethnic* 
social) was useq. as the within.mean square or."errqr term." This 
hypothesis was tested at the,.01 level of significance. 
Table IV sunura.rizes the results derived from an analysis of 
variance of test gain between the. two social categories. The F value 
of.0.3079 indicates that there.was not a statistically sigt'1,i.ficant 
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difference between the test gain scores made by the advantaged and dis-
advantaged students. At the • 01 level of significanc.e, th.e analysis of 
variance (F value) was.found to be not.significant. Therefore,, 
Hypothesis 1, that no significant difference will exist between gain 
scores made by the advantaged and disadvantaged students when both are 
taught the career exploration curriculum, must be.deemed tenable and 
accepted. 
TABLE IV· 
ANALYSIS.OF VARIANCE FOR TEST GAIN BETWEEN ADVANTAGED 
AND DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS TAUGHT·US!NG THE-
CURRICULUM FOR CAREER EXPLORATION 
Source of Variation 
Between Grqups 
(Social) 
Within Group 
(Ethnic~Socic;1.l) 
Probability F*( 0.01, 
THEREFORE Ho1 ACCEPTED. 
D~gree of 
Freedom 
1 
2 
Sum of 
Squares 
113.70 
738.53. 
Mean 
Squ~res 
113.70 
369.26 
F Value 
0. 3079* 
In testing H02 , test.gain was compared among the ethnic groups and 
was used as the between mean square. Interaction (ethnic*social) waa 
used as the within.mean square. This hypothesis wasalso tested at the 
• 01 lev..el of significance. 
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The results derived fr9m an analysis of variance of test gain atneng 
the ethnic groups are· sununariz,ed in. Table V. The F · value 9f O ~ 393.9 
indicates,that:there was.not a.statistically significant.difference in 
the gain scores made by the various ethnic groups at the .01 leyel of 
confidence. Therefore, Hypothel,/is·2, that no significant difference 
would result in the gain scores of students from the various ethnic, 
groups, must be accepted. 
TABLE V 
ANALY$IS OF VAR!AffCE FOR TEST GAIN. I.MONG STUDENTS 
OF VARIOUS ETHNIC. GROUPS TAUGHT USING THE 
CURRICULUM FOR CAREER·, EXPL0RATI0N 
Source of Variation , 
Between Groups 
(Ethnic) 
Within Group 
(Ethnic*Social) 
Probability F*<0.01. · 
THERE~ORE HO 2 A<:;GEPTED ., 
Degree of 
Freedom 
2. 
2 
Sum of 
Squarres 
290 .• 96 
738.53' 
Mean. 
Squares 
145. 48, ·. 
369.26 
F Value 
0.3939* 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION~, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Su,mnary 
Bac~ground. and. Proc.edure 
The ipurpose of this study.waEi to r~fi~e and improve a-career 
awaren~ss curriculum tha1r wa_s ,.developed and implemented in two I eadi_er 
phases of a, funded' research projec~ and. to appraise its effecti,vene~s. in, 
aiding disaqvanta,ged and minot;ity group· students iri their k~owledge of 
' ' ' . ' ' 
a~ric.ultural cEJ,ree~s. 
The -career, awareness curriculum was design~d · an,d develop~d t<;> . 
in.crease. the awaren,ess. of rural youth to their own abiliti,es, , to, ca-reer. 
opportun..itie~ in agricultuz:e, and to the d:i,.fferent .parts of t4e de~isiqn 
making process. 
To accomplish ,the revision and evaluation ob,jectives, a. comparison 
was made qf the -differen.ces in the_ achievement (1) between advantaged 
and disaqvantaged students within each o.f the. progr""ms and (2) among 
rural youth of different ethn3rc·ba<;kgrounds within ea.ch of the.programs~ 
Schools for this phase of' the project :were. selec;:ted :by·. the district 
superviEiors, of vocational .. _agriculture. The maj6r ,criteria used· by. the 
supe1;viE!or~ were,. the n\ilID.ber of disadvantaged ·and minority grol).p. students. 
and a,teaaher wbo was interested in teaching about-agricultural careers. 
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Five schools were selected from the,Southeast District arid three from 
the.Northeast District.· 
The field of agriculture was divided into six appro1>riate areas,of 
study:. (1) Agricultural J,>roduction, (2) Agr:l,.cultural Sales/Services, 
(3) Agrioultur;al Mechanics,: (4) Agricultural Products, (5) ·Ornamental 
Hortic\llture, and (6) A.gricultural Resources' ati,d For~stry. OcGupations. 
for .each of·these areas.ware.identified a'14 the jo't> descr:l,.ptions were 
obtained frpm the Dictionary of Oaqupational Ti~les ,(30). A revised 
' ' ' 
curriculum unit containing a·listing o.£ all-agricultural car;eers and. 
their Diction~r! of Occt,Jpational Titles. code numbers -is. _included. in 
Appendix A. 
A pre-,.test was given to the ninth grade students of eight vocat:J_ona+ 
agriculture departments in Okla,ho~. · Th~ tea~hers in t~e .eight schools 
tat,1ght, the curriculum units. Following completion of ,,the teaching of 
the curriculum units, a po~t-test was given to the students. The post-. 
test~ were given approximately fo1,1r months_ after the pre-:-tests. A .copy 
of t~e pre-post test is included in Appendi::ii;: B. 
In keeping with Lark's (15.) suggestioo.s., ,a r~preserit~tive of the· 
Agricultural Eduaat:1,.on Depar~ment gave the.pre- and post-tests to stu-
dents of eac;h of ,_the eight. schools. 
Findings, 
During th:l,.s phase of the;projeat, the curri~uluyq units were revised 
and refined according to the,rec;;ommendat;ions of the teachers and stu-
dents that partic:{.pated ·in Phase II of the.project. The major revisions. 
accomplished• in this phase were. (1) .· lowering the reading level of all 
units, (2) illustrating and picture. coding the. instruati©nal ·.areas, 
(3) the combining of. the agricultur.al cluster to eliminat«? re1>ed.tion, 
and (4) the addition of a simu.1,ation gam~.· Tq.e findings ·of ,thi~ study 
ind:i;cate that;: these ·.reyisions a!il thei were utilized were adequate for. 
accol!lplishing the :purposes. and objectives of thi.s study, 
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Use ; of analysis of . variance . _to ·.test · the proposed hypothesis led to 
the following results: . (1) There ·was a 24 .• 94 point improvement from the. 
pre-tests to the po1;1t•tests of· studei).t;:s whe> were. taught the calieer. 
e~ploration curriculum. · This mean gain was significant .beyond the • 01 
level of confidence. · (2) The 65 advantaged .students had a .. mean. gain. of 
. . r 
27. 40 compaJ;"ed to .. the ,97 disadvantaged students' .mea~ ,._gain .of' 23 •. 3.9. 
Although the ac;lvant:aged stu.dents' ·mean g~i~ was 3.11 points greater ,than 
the mean gain of the a.disadvantaged s;udnets, it,wa~-not:significE;Lnt at 
the,.01 level,of confidence. (3.) Although the ,Caucasians had a mean 
gai1' that was 3. 38. points greater . than the. Bla~ks and 3. 29 .points. greater 
than th.e Indian~, ·the difference was. not; large 'enough to be, statisti.,.. 
cally sign,ifi,cant at the ·.01 level. Hexiceforth, there ~as no signifi.,-
cant ,diff~rence. ·among th_e ·various ethnic groups. · (4) The· lack .of suffi-
cient: numbers.in some catego~ies precluded a c9mplete statistical 
an.alysis. This was especi,ally tru~ of the advantaged.Black and 
advantaged Indian.. There were · only · tht:ee advantaged Blacks in the study 
witl). a. mean ·ga:f,n of -.18 .• .33 ~nd only nine .adva-qtaged, Indians. with a mean 
gain of, 32. ll. These SI!lall numbers must b~ taken in.t:o cons.ideration 
when interpreting the mean, di:f.ferences, since they ntaY not be repres_en.-
tati ve of the advantaged Black and advantaged l;ndian populat:ipns, in . 
Ok.:J.ahoma. 
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Canel us.ions . 
From the statistical and descriptive analysis, review of the.curri-
culum with the teachers and students, and the experiences of the. 
reseqrcher, the following ccrn,clusions were made about the findings of 
the study: 
1. The agricultural career exploration curriculum u11its as taught 
did increase the. students' ·knowledge about the information for which. 
they were teated, as evidenced by significant differences.between pre-
and post-test mean scores.· 
2. Not enough students represented certain ethnic groups 
(advantaged Blacks. and advantaged Indians) to m~ke a .. reliable statisti-:-
cal analysis of these groups. 
3. The ct1rriculum units as,constructed and utilized were adequate 
for accomplishing the purposes and. objectives of· the study. 
4. Video tapes are an adequate method for bringing occupational 
information into the classroom. However, the.need for a greater 
selection of video tapes .on occupations was pointed. out.by the teachers. 
5. The general units of instruction .as·taught.did increase the, 
students' knowledge and ability in.utilizing selected reference material 
on.agricultural careers, 
6. Based on the reactions of the teachers and students, the fall 
semester would be a more advantageous time for the agricultur,al career 
exploration .curricul\,lm to be taught. 
7. Based on the pre-:- and ·post.,-testing done .. for comparison pur-, 
poses, the students did achieve the performance·objectives listed. 
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Recommendations 
1. Pha~e III ,of this project _established that;: the ·.units of curri-
cul\;Ull taught by this method·produced signi,ficant differences-in. mea1;1 
scores between pre--: and post7tests. Thereforei it is recommended that 
the proje~t be.continued through Phase IV on a·broadened base including 
the development. of more, specific occupatio!lal ··units, ·the making of more 
video tapes on occupations, artd the introducti()n of the.program into 
more schools. 
2. A limiteq number of students from certain socio.-ethnic · groups 
were included in .. this study. To determine if these variables have a 
significant-effect.on the attainment of curriculum objectives, it .is· 
reconunended that;. a larger.proportion of·the~e groups be included in 
Phase IV of\the projec;t. 
3. It is recommended that . other variable_s, such a~ mental ability 
and class attendance. of the students_ and years of teaching exper:i,.ence of 
the tea,cher, which could have.a diz::ect bearing upqn the. accomplishment 
c;>f the curricull,11ll objectives, should b.e included in future studies. 
4. It is recommended that the units of curriculum developed in 
this project _be _made ·available through the State Department of Vo.cationa:1:-
Techn:tcal. Educ,;3.tfo~ Curriculum Divi1?:i,.on of qk11!lhoma:. · 
5. It is _recommended that a videq tape library be establi_shed at 
the State Department of Vocational-Technical Educa_tion Curriculum 
Diyisio.JJ. so.that the tapes,may be readily accessible to the teachers. 
6. It .is recommended that;: the.reading level in all curricul,um · 
, • I . 
units be kept as low as possibl~ for ninth grade students; while J<,eeping 
the basic terminology deal:i.ng with careers intact~ 
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7. It iei recqnnnended,that the curriculum for career.exploration irt 
agriotllture be.taught 'duJ;"ing th~ fall eiemester in order to p:t1event cqn-
flict with FFA and school.activities which ai;e more numerous·in the 
spring. · 
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APPENDIX A 
AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
lJNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
TEBMINAL OBJECTIVES 
After completing this unit of instructions, the student should be able 
·to identify the seven occupational clusters in agri-business and natural 
resources. The student should be aware of ~he different occupational 
choices available to him in an occupation. He should be able to identify 
several of the specific occupations~ ways a high school student could 
enter the occupation, and determine if he has an interest in finding a 
career in the general area of agri-business and natural resources. This 
knowledge will be shown by finishing assignment sheets and by scoring 
eighty-five per cent on the post test. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
After finishing th:f.s unit of instruction, the student should be able 
to: 
1. Match terms associated with career and occupations in agri-business 
and natural resources to correct definitions. 
2. Discuss in a short paragraph ways to enter an agri-business and natural 
resources occupation of your choice. 
3. Determine the net demand for the occupations in any of the seven agri-
business and natural resource clusters from the OTIS Report. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
Discuss in a short paragraph the education and experiences needed for 
" an occuaption in one of the seven clusters. 
List three specific occupational clusters available in the general 
occupational cluster of your choice. 
Match the definition of the instructional program with the correct 
occupational cluster of your choice. 
List one specific occupation in each agri-business and natural resources 
cluster when given the cluster. 
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AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UBIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
. I. Iutructor: 
A. Provide student with objective sheets, information sheets, and 
asaignment sheets. 
B. Discuss final and specific objectives with students. 
C. Discuss iqformation sheets and assignment sheets with students. 
D. Give test. 
II. Student: 
A. Discuss objectives with instructor. 
B. Study information sheets. 
C. Complete assignment sheets. 
D. Take test. 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 
I. Include in this unit: 
A. Objective Sheet 
' 
B. Information Sheets 
C. Assignment Sheets 
II. Additional Materials: 
A. "Sumaiarized Information on Vocational Occupations in Agri-Business 
and Natural Resources." 
B. OTIS (Occupational Tr~ining Information Service) Department of 
Vocational and Technical Education, Stillwater, Oklahoma 
C. Hoover, Norman K., D.Ed. HANDBOOK OF AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS, 
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The Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc., Danville, Illinois, 1969. 
AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
INFORMATION SHEET 
.I. Terms and definitions 
A. Agricultural Production~Subject matter and learning activities 
. . . . ~ "'~· which are concerned with the principles and processes involved in 
.:.,LnJ ,-~ the planning related to the economic use of facilities, land, 
, 
1
· , Q, water, machinery, chemicals, finance, and iabor in the production 
· · ··:-;·'of plant and animal products. Activities include classroom 
~-· .'\,instruction and laboratory experiences in and out of school, 
• • • •
4 including farms, ranches, and other agriculturally related 
establ:l.shments. 
B. Agricultural supplies and services occupations are those occupations 
involved in providing consumable supplies used in the production 
phase of agriculture, including processing, marketing, consult-
ing, and other services. 
C. Agricultural mechanics occupations are those occupations involved 
~LI-ain the assisting with and/or performing the common and important 
l operations on processes concerned with the selection, operation, 
11&intenance, and use of agricultural power, agricultural machinery 
and equipment, structures and utilities, soil and water manage-
ment, and agricultural machine shop, including sales and servies. 
fARM D. Agricultural Products--Production or output from farms and ranches 
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~ are of two types; food products and non-ffod products. Occupations 
~.~~in agricultural products inclde processing, inspection, and marketing. 
E. Ornamental horticulture occupations are those dealing with the 
· . "· ·~ -~---~- establishing, maintaining, and managing ornamental horticulture 
_,,I_ ."'-.,__ ·~,. ~ enterprises such as woody plants to be used for decoration or 
-~ • 1 •' _ .. -~:~ shade purposes, field and greenhouse production of flowers and the 
., If]_.. .,,_ ... arrangement of such flowers for ornamental purposes, and the 
.7 ~7 ·;,; .. / "}"/ "; principles and practices involved in locating, planting, and main-
.bi,,,t2;w.,~· Iii .. ~ taining turf, plants, shrubs, or devices for the beautification 
- . · of home grounds and other areas of human habitation and recreation. 
. -., . 
/~~ 
INFORMATION SHEET 
Agricultural resources occupations are those occupations involved 
in the ·conservation and improvement of resources such as forests 
and other natural areas, fish and wildlife, soil, water, and air, 
for economic and recreational purposes .and in the establishment 
and management of recreational facilities. 
-
G. Forestry occupations are concerned with the multiple use of forest 
r1J·l!JllllllJJ.11~·nt ~-'~ lands and- resources, inclu-ding their ma __ nagement and __ protection. . u~u lt\_.-_i '"f.." :! +.: Much of the n_a_ ti.on is in forest cover. Many privately-owned small 
::: • _ - ~; .. ?!' /.f · tracts still exist in addition to the great Federal, State, and 
.:·. ·.. , .-- t industrial: forests. These .forests are used for lumber, pulpwood, 
:.:• . . - t, ·-~-:t and other forest products, such as gum, maple syrup, greens. 
· ~-~f.:~. ~~~A They are also used for recreation. _ - _ . 
II. Requirements for entry into the Agricultural Occupation Clusters 
A. Agricultural Production 
1. Self Employment 
Self-employed in agricultural production - The.foundation or 
base of most of the total agricultural industry is Agricultural 
production. Therefore, as you consider agri-business occupa-
tions, you should understand the various types of agricultural 
production and how to become self-employed in them. 
To enter the agricultural productionas a self-employed person 
will likely require you to have suffic.ient capital and credit 
to get started as an owner-operator or as a tenant. You may 
begin by working at home, acquiring livestock and equipment 
as a part of your farming program in vocational agriculture, 
and in time, form a partnership with your parents. If this 
opportunity is not available, you will have to obtain capital 
as a farm hand, a tenant fa:rmer, a part-time farmer, or in 
some other way. 
When you determine the specific type of agriculture production 
you want to become established in, you should find out the 
amount of capital involved, the opportunities that you have 
in your particular situation, and the steps that you must take 
to attain the goal. 
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2. Paid Employment 
Paid employees in agricultural production - To some people, 
Agricultural Production through "farming" or "ranching" means 
that one person owns, operates, and manages a farm or ranch 
with the help of his immediate family. This was true in the 
United States for many years but it is not necessarily true 
tod.-y. In many areas farms and ranches have become, large 
business enterprises with absentee owners, highly trained managers, 
and a number .of people employed for specialized jobs. In other 
cases, the family or general farm, in order to continue as an 
economic unit, has increased in size so that hired help and 
services of people other than the operator's family are required. 
This change in the agricultural economy has increased the 
opportunities for employment of farm managers, herdsmen, care-
taurs,., farm and ranch hands, and farm and .ranch custom workers. 
If you decide to enter agricultural prod~ction as a paid 
employee, the opportunities for you may be to follow an appren-
tice type approach. This type of an ap.proach could start while 
you are still in school by working as a farm or.ranch hand. 
This may be followed by becoming a caretaker, a herdsman, or 
a manager. Although the usual starting place is a farm·or 
ranch, you do not have to remain in this position. 
3. Educational Requirements 
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Although farmers and ranchers do not sp.ecifically require a particular 
kind or amount of formal education, they must have a broad .knowl-
edge. Consequently, a high school education is desirable as it 
provides the general education required of the present.day farmer 
and rancher. ,The student will find .courses in vocational agri-
··culture especially valuable in providing an overall knowledge in 
agricultural production. The vocational agricultural programs 
also offer opportunity to develop many beneficial basic skills, 
such as mechanics, bookkeeping, ·taking inventory, and figuring 
various costing methods. Also, following graduation, continuing 
education is available through young farmer classes, extension 
classes,·etc. 
Many farmers and ranchers have found agricultural college.and 
university education a worthwhile investment in preparation for 
managing agricultural production enterpYises on a modern farm 
or ranch. 
A good educational background, actual agricultural production ex-
perience on a farm or ranch is of utmost importance. ·You should 
be familiar with the actual work to be done and with the managerial 
·decisions that have to be made before taking on the· responsibilities 
. of managing a farm or ranch. 
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B. Agricultural Supplies and Services 
c. 
1. Self Employment 
Self-employed in agricultural supplies and ·services - To enter 
as a self-employed person, one would have to have sufficient 
capital and credit to acquire the business location and inventory. 
You may begin by working in a supply and service business while 
still in school, thereby getting experience and perhaps some 
stock in the business. If this opportunity is not available 
to you, you will have to obtain the capital in some other way. 
2. Paid Employment 
Paid employees in agricultural supplies and services - If you 
decide to enter agriculture supplies and services as a paid 
employee, the opportunities for you may be to follow an appren-
tice type approach. This type of an approach could start while 
you are still in school as a student in Vocational Agriculture 
and by working as an employee in an agricultural supply and 
aarvice business. 
3. Educational Requirements 
The student will find considerable skill, experience, and education 
are required in performing some agricultural supplies and 
services jobs; others can be done with limited training. The 
student, however, should be interested in farm and ranch work, 
should have a general knowledge of farming and ranching, and 
should be interested in meeting the public, and have some business 
management ability. Desirable training includes a farm or ranch 
background, high school vocational agriculture, and some study in 
the particular type of work involved in the specific occupation 
within agriculture supplies and services. 
Agricultural Mechanics 
1. Self Employment 
2. 
Self-employed in agricultural mechanics - To enter as a self-
employed person, one would have to have sufficient capital 
and credit to acquire the business location, inventory, equipment 
consumable supplies to operate the business. 
It would be helpful if you begin working in an agricultural 
mechanics business while still in school, thereby getting ex-
perience and perhaps some stock in a business. If this oppor-
tunity is not available to you, you will have to get the capital 
and experience some other way. 
Paid Employment 
Paid employees in occupations in agricultural mechanics - If 
you decide to enter the occupation as a paid employee, the 
opportunities for you may be to follow an apprentice type 
approach. This type of an approach could start while you are 
still in school by taking courses in vocational agriculture 
and by working for agricultural mechanics and agricultural 
power and machinery businesses. 
and 
The usual place for you to start in one of the occupations is 
as a laborer, mechanic, welder or parts helper OF apprentice, 
Many of the agricultural mechanics and agricultural power 
and machinery companies will employ young meri who are in school 
and taking voca.tional agricultural courses on a part-time basis 
and.during busy seasons, As you learn the business, and gain 
experience you may qualify for advancements to supervisory 
or management positions, 
Technical competence, a sincere interest in the welfare of 
the business, the ability to get along with supervisors and 
fellow workers, continued self-improvement efforts, and a 
willingness to accept responsibility are some of the factors 
that are desirable in an individual • 
. 3, Educational Requirements 
The kind and amount of education required for occupations in the 
field of agricultural mechanics will vary depending upon the oc-
cupation (services or sales) and the business. 
There are no specific requirements for employment as mechanics 
or welder helpers and many of the other service occupations; 
however, you will find a high school education helpful and even 
demanded by many employers. Vocational agriculture will be an 
asset to you because there you will learn many of the basic skills, 
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Training programs through high school vocational agricultural 
mechanics classes, vocational-technical schools, .machinery companies, 
or short courses at an agricultural college or community college 
are almost mandatory for you to acquire the skills and know-how 
needed to repair present-day agricultural power and machinery. 
In the sales area of agricultural mechanics a high school educa-
tion is very :important and post-high school courses in agricultural 
mechanics occupations.of interest to you will be helpful, 
If continued advancement to occupations such as agricultural power 
and machinery fieldman is desired, a college education is a re-
quirement with most companies. 
Specific educational and personal qualifications for the·occupation 
of interest to you may be found in the units of instruction for 
the specific occupation. 
D. Agricultural Products 
1. · Self Employment 
Self-employed.:. To enter the field of processing, inspection, 
and marketing of agricultural products as a self.:.employed 
person will require sufficient capital and credit to .provide 
for the buildings, grounds, and equipment as well as the inventory of 
consumable supplies, labor and the agricultural products 
one is working with. 
When you determine the specific agricultural product you want 
to pr.ocess and market, you should find out· the amount of capital 
involved, the opportunities that you have in your particular 
aituation, and the steps that you must take to attain the 
goal. 
~- Paid Employment 
Paid employees in occupations in agricultural products - If 
you decide to enter the occupation as a paid employee, the 
opportunities for you may be to follow an appprentice type 
approach. This type of an approach could start while you are 
still in school by taking courses in vocational agriculture 
and working for an individual or comapny that processes, in-
spects:, and markets agricultural products. As you learn the 
business, and gain experience you may qua.lify for advancement 
to management positions. 
3. Educational Requirements 
The kind and amount of education required for occupations in the 
field of agricultural products wiil vary depending upon the 
occupation, company, local and state requirements. 
A high school education with emphasis on business education and 
vocational agriculture will give you a good background if you 
plan to enter this occupation. Vocational.Agriculture in high 
school will provide you with the general .knowledge of all agri-
cultural products. 
Practical work experience, such as part-time work while still in 
school through the vocational agricultural program, in plants 
and on farms and ranches will be valuable. 
A high school diploma is necessary for job entry and many jobs 
on the inspecto:ir and grader level require post-high school or 
college training. 
Specific educational and personal qualifications for the occupa-
tion of interest to you may be found in the units of instruction 
for that specific occuaption. 
E. Ornamental Horticulture 
1. Self Employment 
Self-employed - To enter ornamental horticulture as a self-
employed person will require you to have sufficient capital 
and credit to get started as an owner-operator of a florists 
business, garden center business, greenhouse and nursery busi-
ness, or service business such as landscaping and grounds 
maintenance business. You.may begin by working at home if 
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your father owns or manages such a business. You may acquire 
the experiences, equipment, etc., as part of your supervised 
work experience program while still in school aµd taking 
vocational agriculture, The opportunity to form a.partner-
.ship with your parents or some one else may be available 
to you. 
2. Paid Employment 
Paid employees in ornamental horticulture - If you decide 
to enter an ornamental horticultural occupation as a paid 
employee, the ·opportunities for you may be to follow an appren-
tice type approach, This type of an approach could start while 
you are still in high school through your vocational agricul-
ture classes or part of your supervised work experience 
program. 
flora~ shops employ part-time help during rush seasons, holi-
days, and vacation time for their regular employees .• 
Greenhouses and nurserymen also employ part-time help during 
rush seasons, holidays, and weekends. 
3. Educational Requirements 
. . . . 
The kind and amount of. education required for occupations in the 
field of ornamental horticulture will vary depending upon the 
occupation, company, and local and state requirements, The level 
of employment in the occupations also varies with the experience 
and education of the employee, In most instances a high school 
graduate with no additional education or experience will.enter as 
a laborer. Short courses, taken at agricultural colleges or 
universities, provide sufficient education to enable him to enter 
these occupations at a high level. Many of these occupations 
provide lines of promotion from laborer to caretaker, foreman, 
man,lger,or a similar position. 
A high .school education is very important if you are preparing to 
become a florist. Courses in art, business management, and 
floral arrangement will be helpful, 
A high school education with emphasis on the biological sciences 
and vocational agriculture is basic training for ornamental horti-
cultural occupations. Specific educational and personal qualifica-
tions for the occupation of interest to you may be found in the 
units of instruction for the specific occupation. 
r. Agricultural Resources 
1~ Self Employment 
Self-employed in agricultural resources - To enter as a self-
employed person, one would have to have sufficient capital 
and credit to acquire a recreational facility such as a park, 
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farm or ranch and the necessary inventory of consumable supplies 
and equipment, and labor force to operate the business. 
2. Paid Employment 
Paid employees in agricultural resources occupation - This 
method provides the most opportunity for entry as many of 
the openings are with local, state, and national governmental 
agencies. If you decide to enter agricultural resources 
occupations as a paid employee, the opportunities 
for you may be to follow an apprentice type approach. This 
type of an approach could start while you are still in school 
as a student of vocational agriculture and by working as a 
part-time and sunmer employee in one or more of the oc-
cupations within the agricultural resources cluster. 
3. Educational Requirements 
The student will find considerable skill, experience and education 
are required in performing some of the agricultural resources 
jobsi others can be done with limited training as the jobs vary 
from labor to highly technical and supervisory type activities. 
ll!sirable training includes a farm or ranch background, high school 
vocational agriculture, and some study in the particular type of 
work involved in the specific occupation within agricultural 
resources. 
The occupations coming under the Federal Soil Conservation Service 
and others having a Civil Service classification will have to meet 
requirements of the various ratings (Example: Education and ex-
perience requirements for a GS-3 are graduation from high school 
and one year of general experience.) 
The student should check with the education and experience require-
ments for the specific occ~ption which is of interest to him. 
G. Forestry 
_l. Self Employment 
Self-employed - To enter forestry as a self-employed person 
will require you to have sufficient capital and credit to 
get started as an owner-operator or as a tenant. You may 
begin by working at home if your father owns or leases a 
tract of forest land. You may acquire equipment and etc., 
as part of your farming program in vocational agriculture, 
and in time, form a partnership with your parents, If this 
opportunity is not available, you will have to obtain capital 
as a forest hand or special forest products worker in 
some other way. 
A high percentage of special forest products workers are 
self-employed. They may harvest products on their own land, 
from leased private land, or on public land by leasing it. 
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When you determine the specific type of forestry occupation 
you vant to become involved in, you should find .out the smount 
of capital involved, the ._marketing possibilities, the oppor-
tun~ties that you have in your particular situation, and the 
ateps that you must take to attain the goal. 
2. Pa:tcl Employment 
Paid employees in a forestry occupations - If you decide 
to enter a forestry occupation as a paid employee, the op-
portunities for you may be to follow an apprentice type 
approach. This type of an approach could Start while you 
are still in school and through your vocational agricultural 
classes as part of your work program. Jobs are found at 
state and national forests and parks, and with logging 
contractors, forests consultant businesses, and forestry 
products industries. Part-time work during the school year 
and summer employment may be a good place to start • 
. ]. Edw,:ational R~qu_irements 
A high school education is normally preferred and post high school 
education is desirable but may not be required, depending on the 
skill and technical knowledge required for your particular job. 
A knowledge of the tree species in your area is desirable. Any 
technical forestry knowledge will be moat important in your ad-
vancements. Some vocational-technical schools, junior colleges, 
and community colleges are now offering one and two-year courses 
in forestry technology. A top worker can serve a si~-year appren• 
ticeship under a certified logging or forestry engineer and then 
apply for certification by taking a written examination. A college 
graduate may do the same thing, but need serve only a two-year 
apprenticeship. 
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III. Based on the Occupations Training Information System, Cycle 
Four Report (OTIS Report) the total demand is 1298 less the 
supply of 808, leaving a net demand of 490 for 1972 for all the 
occupations within the agricultural production cluster. 
A. The ·total demand is 294 less the supply of 108, leaving a net 
·demand of 186 for 1972 for all the occupations within the agri-
cultural supplies and services cluster. 
B. The total demand is 770 less the supply of 779 leaving a net 
demand of a negative 9 for 1972 for all occupations within the 
agricultural resources cluster. 
c. The total demand is 89 less the supply of 48, leaving a net 
demand .of 41 for 1972 for all the occupations within the _agri-
cultural products cluster. 
D. The total demand is 258 less the supply of 56, leaving a net 
demand of 202 for 1972 for all occupations within the ornamental 
horticulture cluster. 
E. The total demand is 14 less the supply of 26, leaving a net 
demand of a negative 12 ofr 1972 for all occupations within the 
forestry cluster. 
NOTE: The instructor should refer to the OTIS Report for additional 
information concerning the number of employees needed in each occupation. 
If copies of these studies are needed, please write the Curriculum 
and Instructional Materials Center. 
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AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
INFORMATION SHEET SUPJ:ILEMENT 
.IV. The specific occupations in each of the seven agri-business and natural 
resources clusters are in this information sheet supplement. 
A. Agricultural Production O.E. 01.01 
Field Man 
Gro,µp Leader 
Migrant Leader 
Farmer, General 
Farm Band, General 
Caretaker, Farm 
Farm Foreman 
Animal Science O.E. 01.0101 
Horse Trainer 
Farmer, Dairy 
Herdsman 
Farm Band, Dairy I 
Farm Hand, Dairy II 
Milking Machine Operator 
Poultry Breeder 
Poultryman, Egg 
Poultryman, Meat 
Farm Hand, Poultry 
Laborer, Hatchery 
Stock-Ranch Foreman 
Camp Tender 
Cattle Rancher 
Goat Keeper 
Herdsman, Swine 
Horse Breeder 
Sheep Rancher 
Farm Hand, Livestock 
Ranch Hand 
Barn Boss 
Animal Breeder 
Bee Keeper 
DOT 180.118-010 
DOT 180.168-026 
DOT 180.168-034 
DOT 421.181-010 
DOT 421. 883-010 
DOT 421.884-010 
DOT 429.131-010 
DOT 153.228-026 
DOT 411.181-010 
DOT 411.181-014 
DOT 411.884-010 
DOT 411.884-014 
DOT 411.885-010 
DOT 412.181-014 
DOT 412.181-018 
DOT 412.181-022 
DOT412.884-014 
DOT 412.887-014 
DOT 413.131-010 
DOT 413.138-010 
DOT 413.181-010 
DOT 413.181-014 
DOT 413.181-018 
DOT 413.181-022 
DOT 413.181-026 
DOT 413.884-018 
DOT 413.884-030 
DOT 419.131-010 
DOT 419.181-010 
DOT 419.181-014 
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INFORMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
Plant Science O.E. 01.0102 
Manager, Production 
Superintendent 
Superintendent, Production 
Pield Supervisor, Seed Production 
Detasseling-Crew Supervisor 
Area Foreman 
· Farmer, Cash Grain 
Cotton Grower 
Parm Band, Cotton 
Row Boss, Thinning 
Vegetable Grower 
Parm Hand, Vegetable 
Seed Cutter 
Fruit-Fllrm Foreman 
Grove Foreman 
Berry Grower 
Grape Grower 
Orchadist 
Cranberry Picker, Machine 
Farm Hand, Citrus Fruit I 
Parm Hand, Fruit I 
Fruit-Harvester Operato~ 
Shaking-Machine Operator 
Farm Hand, Berry 
Parm Hand, Fruit II 
Drug Grower 
Bay Farmer 
Hop Grower 
Peanut Farmer 
Sugarcane Planter 
Tobacco Grower 
Peanut Picker Operator 
Parm Hand, Hops 
Parm Hand, Tobacco 
Harvest Hand, Broomcorn 
Harvest Hand, Peanut 
Harvest Hand, Sugarcane 
Mushroom Grower 
Seed Grower 
Picking Crew Foreman 
Laborer, Seed Corn 
Laborer, Orchard Fumigation 
Farm Mechanics O.E. 01.0103 
DOT 180.168-030 
DOT 180.168-038 
DOT 180.168-042 
DOT 180.168-018 
DOT 401.137-010 
DOT 401.138-010 
DOT 401.181-010 
DOT 402.181-010 
DOT 402.883-010 
DOT 403.137-010 
DOT 403.181-010 
DOT 403.883-010 
DOT 403.886-010 
DOT 404.131-010 
DOT 404.137-010 
DOT 404.181-010 
DOT 404.181-014 
DOT 404.181-018 
DOT 404.883-010 
DOT 404.883-014 
DOT 404.883-018 
DOT 404.883-022 
DOT 404.883-026 
DOT 404.887-010 
DOT 404.887-018 
DOT 405.181-010 
DOT 405.181-014 
DOT 405.181-018 
DOT 405.181-022 
DOT 405.181-026 
DOT 405.181-030 
DOT 405.885-010 
DOT 405.885-010 
DOT 405.887-014 
DOT 405.887-018 
DOT 405.887-022 
DOT 405.887-026 
DOT 406.181-018 
DOT 406.181-018 
DOT 409.137-010 
DOT 429.885-010 
DOT 465.887-018 
(See the category 01.03 Agricultural Mechanics) 
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INl'ORMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
Farm Business Management · O.E. 01.0104 
General Manager 
·Manager, Farm 
Farm, Tenant 
DOT 180.168-022 
DOT 409.168-010 
DOT 409.181-010 
B. Agricultural Supplies/Services O.E. 01.02 
Biological Aid 
County Agricultural Agent 
Artificial-Breeding Distributor 
Director, Agricultural Labor Camp 
Four-H Club Agent 
Artificial-Breeding Technician 
Artificial Inseminator 
Agricultural Aid 
Farm Band, General 
Harvest Contractor 
Agricultural Chemicals O.E. 01.0201 
Exterminator Supervisor 
Flight-Control Foreman 
Spray Foreman 
Scout 
Weed Inspector 
Feeds O.E. 01.0202 
Salesman, Grain and Feed Products 
Contractor, Field Hauling 
Feed Mixer 
Feed-Mixer Helper 
Processor, Grain 
Custom-Feed-Mill-Operator Helper 
Superintendent, Grain Elevator 
Seeds O.E. 01.0203 
Seed Analyst (profess., & kin.) 
DOT 049.384-010 
DOT 096.128-014 
DOT 180.168-014 
DOT 187.168-018 
DOT 096.128-
DOT 467.384-014 
DOT 467.384-010 
DOT 421. 384-010 
DOT 421. 883-010 
DOT 469.158-010 
DOT 389.138-010 
DOT 465.137-010 
DOT 456.137-014 
DOT 456.482-020 
DOT 456.781-010 
DOT 262.358-014 
DOT 469.168-010 
DOT 520.885-122 
DOT 520.886-302 
DOT 521.885-302 
DOT 521.886-026 
DOT 529.138-026 
DOT 040.381-014 
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INFORMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
l'ertilizers (Plant Food) · O.E. 01.0204 
AJricultural Supplies/Services, Other·o.E. 01.0299 
Laboratory Technician, Veterinary 
Salesman, Veterinarian Supplies 
Bors"eshoer 
Veterinary-Hospital Attendant 
Tree Pruner 
Poultry Debeaker 
Poultry Technician 
Cbi.cken Sexer 
Chick Grader 
Poultry Vaccinator 
Poultryman, Technical Advisor 
.Wool Shearer, Contract 
Artificial-Breeding Technician 
Artificial Inseminator 
Blood Tester, Fowls 
Poultry Inseminator 
DOT 073.381-010 
DOT 282.358-010 
DOT 356.381-010 
DOT 356.874-046 
DOT 404.884-014 
·DOT 412.887-018 
DOT 412.387-010 
DOT 412.687-014 
DOT 412.687-010 
DOT 412.884-022 
DOT 429.228-010 
DOT 467.138-010 
DOT 467.384-014 
DOT 467.384-010 
DOT 467.384-028 
DOT 467.384-022 
C. Agricultural Mechanics O.E. 01.03 
Agricultural Power and Machinery O.E. 01.0301 
Service Salesman, Milking Machines 
Winnowing-Machine Operator 
Farm-Equipment Operator 
Bop-Picking-Machine Operator 
Heavy Equipment Operator 
Chopper Operator, Stationary 
Tractor Mechanic 
Tractor Mechanic Helper 
Farm-Machinery Set-Up Man 
Inspector and Tester 
Fara-Equipment Mechanic I 
Farm-Equipment-Mechanic Apprentice 
Farm-Equipment Mechanic II 
. Assembly Repairman 
Greaser 
DOT 277.251-010 
DOT 404.885-010 
DOT 409.833-010 
DOT 424.132-010 
DOT 424.883-010 
DOT 424.886-010 
DOT 620.281-094 
DOT 620.884-050 
DOT 624."381-014 
DOT 624.381-018 
DOT 624.281-010 
DOT 624.281-014 
DOT 624.381-010 
DOT 624.781-018 
DOT 624.884-101 
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INFORMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
Agricultural Structure .!!!!!. Conveniences O.E. 01.0302 
.§!!!:!. ~gement O.E. 01.0303 
~ Management O.E. 01.0304 
Irrigator, Bead 
Zanjero 
lrrigator, Valve Pipe 
lrrigator, 
lrrigator, Sprinkling System 
lrri'gator, Standpipe 
DOT 422.137-010 
DOT 422.181-010 
DOT 422.884-010 
DOT 422.887-014 
DOT 422.887-018 
DOT 422.817-022 
Agricultural Mechanics Skills O.E. 01.0305 
Agricultural Construction ,!!!!!.Maintenance O.E. 01.0306 
Agriculturai Electrification O.E. 01.0307 
Agricultural Mechanics, Other O.E. 01.0399 
Agricultural Products "(Processing, Inspection,.!!!!!. 
Marketing) O.E. 01.04 
Laboratory Te.chnician 
Breeding 
Apiary Inspector 
Food Products O.E. 01.0401 
-.-
Veterinary Livestock Inspector 
Veterinary Virus-Serum Inspector 
Buyer, Livestock 
Field-Contact Man 
Buyer, Agricultural Products 
Buyer, Grain 
Veterinary Meat Inspector 
ioultry Inspector 
Poultry Grader 
Manager, Food Processing Plant 
Watenaelo.n Inspector 
DOT 040.381-010 
. DOT 168.287-014 
DOT 073.181-010 
DOT 073.281-010 
DOT 162.168-054 
DOT 162.158-082 
DOT 162.158-026 
DOT 162.168-010 
DOT 168.284-014 
DOT 168.287-086 
DOT 168.287-082 
DOT 185.168-034 
DOT 403.687-010 
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INFORMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
Egg-Room Foreman 
Manager, Hatchery 
Brand lnspector 
Livestock Caretaker, 
Yard-or-in-Transit 
Boney Grader and Blender 
I.ice Miller 
Egg-Breaking-Machine Operator 
Grader Man 
Grinder Operator 
Smoker 
Neutralizer Man 
Pickier 
Boney Processor 
Preparation Foreman 
¥apl,e Syrup Maker 
Dehydrator Man 
Butcher, All-Round 
Stunner, Animal 
Shackler 
Sticker, Animal 
Bead Timmer 
Carcass Splitter 
Offal Man 
Washer, Carcass 
Sbrouder 
Shaver 
Bide Trimmer 
Boner, Meat 
Skinner 
Smoked Meat Preparer 
Grader, Meat 
Fruit-Buying Grader 
Egg Candler 
Sorter, Agricultural Produce 
Dairy Products O.E. 01.040102 
Milk Receiver 
Milk Sampler 
Dairy Tester 
Cottage-Cheese Maker 
Batch Freezer 
Cbeesemaker 
Grader 
DOT 412.137-010 
DOT 412.168-010 
DOT 413.684-010 
DOT 466.887-010 
DOT 520.381-010 
DOT 521.138-010 
DOT 521.885-122 
DOT 521.885-170 
DOT 521.885-186 
DOT 522.782-042 
DOT 522.884-010 
DOT 522.884-014 
DOT 522.885-062 
DOT 523.137-010 
DOT 5Z3.782-050 
DOT 523.885-070 
DOT 525.381-010 
DOT 525.887 
DOT 525.887 
DOT 525.884 
DOT 525.884 
DOT 525.884 
DOT 521.884 
DOT 525.884 
DOT 525.887 
DOT 525.887 
DOT 525.887 
. DOT 525. 884 
DOT 525.884 
DOT 525.887 
DOT 525.387-010 
DOT 529.387-022 
DOT 529.678-018 
DOT 529.687-054 
DOT 222.687 
DOT 379.887 
DOT 469.381 
Dot 522.782 
DOT 523.885 
DOT 529,381 
DOT 529.387 
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INFORMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
Buttermaker DOT 529.782 
Cbeesemalter Helper DOT 529.782 
Dairy-Processing-Equipment OperatorDOT 529.782 
Freezer Man DOT 529.782 
Dairy Helper DOT 529.886 
Non-food Products O.E. 01.0402 
Buyer, Tobacco 
Salesman,Raw Wool 
Wool~Fleece Grader 
Cotton Classes 
Tobacco Curer 
DOT 162.168-014 
DOT 261.358-010 
DOT 413.687-010 
DOT 469.387-010 
DOT 523.782-062 
Agricultural Products, Other O.E. 01.0499 
Ornamental Horticulture (Production, Processing, _Marketing, 
and Services) O.E. 01,05 
Arboriculture O.E. 01.0501 
Tree-Farming Foreman 
Tree Surgeon 
Tree-Surgeon Helper 
Floriculture O.E. 01.0502 
Flower Grower 
DOT 407.138-014 
DOT 409.181-014 
DOT 409.884-014 
DOT 406.181-010 
Greenhouse Operation and Management O.E. 01.0503 
Landscaping O.E. 01.0504 
Landscape Gardener 
Grounds Keeper 
Numseryman 
Laborer, Nursery 
Groundma:n-
Hoss Handler 
DOT 407.181-010 
DOT 407.884-010 
DOT 406.168-010. 
DOT 406.884-010 
DOT 406.887-022 
DOT 406.887-026 
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INFORMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
Nursery Worker 
Bagger-and Burlap Man 
Greens keeper 
Superintendent, Greens 
DOT 406.887-030 
DOT 406.887-010 
DOT 407.137-010 
DOT 407.138-010 
Agricultural Resources (Conservation, Utilization, ~·services) 
O.E. 01.06 
Airplane Pilot-Conservation Officer Dot 180.168-010 
Foresta 9.E. 01.0601 
Jumpmaater 
Suppreaaion-Creq Leader 
Fire Lookout 
Fire Warden 
Forester Aid 
Fire Patrolman 
Forest-Fire Fighter 
Recreation O.E. 01.0602 
Park Ranger 
Fish and Game Warden 
Park Caretaker 
Camp-Ground Caretaker · 
Park Worker 
Hunting and Fishing Guide 
!2!! O.E. 01.0603 
Soil Conservationist 
DOT 441.128-010 
DOT 441.137-010 
DOT 441.168-010 
DOT 441.168-014 
DOT 441.384-010 
DOT 441.687-010 
DOT 441.887-010 
DOT 169.168-070 
DOT 379.168-018 
DOT 407.868-010 
DOT 407.887-010 
DOT 407.887-022 
DOT 452.868-010 
DOT 040.081-074 
Wildlife (Including ~!!!!!!!,and Hunting Areas) O.E. 01.0604 
Gamekeeper 
Predatory-Animal Hu~ter 
Trapper 
B:l.rd Trapper 
DOT 451.181-010 
DOT 451.781-014 
DOT 451.781-018 
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'PQ'()BMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
~ O.E. 01. 060S 
Industrial-Waste Inspector DOT 168.287-0S4 
!!!, O.E. 01.0606 
.!!!!!, (Including !!!!!, ,!!!! Hatcheries) O.E. 01.0607 
Piah Culturist 
Alligator Farmer 
Pish,Farmer 
Prog Grower 
Hatchery Man 
Prog-Parm Laborer 
Range O.E. 01.0608 
DOT 041.168-010 
DOT 436.181-010 
DOT 436.181-014 
DOT 436.181-018 
DOT 436.884-022 
DOT 436.887-010 
Porestry (Production, Processing, Management, Marketing 
And Services) O.E. 01.07 
fJJ·1J Jlm~1!~l_~ ''. Animal Caretaker DOT 3S6.874-010 ~ ~ i . · ~ °": Animal Keeper DOT 3S6.138-014 
~( _"'-": .. 1~~ Porests (For definition see 01.0601, Forests, under 
-~ .... ::·~-~:.~~ Agricultural Resources.) O.E. 01.0701 
!2!:!!!, Protection O.E. 01.0702 
Logging (Harvesting and Transportation) O.E. 01.0703 
Buyer, Log 
Pield Man 
Logging Contractor 
Chief Cruiser 
Cruiser 
Logging-Operations Inspector 
Seed-Cone Picker 
!2!!!!_ Utilization O.E. 01.0704 
DOT l62.1S8-0S8 
DOT 162.1S8-078 
DOT 183.168-030 
DOT 449.168-010 
DOT 449.187-010 
DOT 449.287-014 
DOT 449.887-010 
llecreation (For definition see 01.0602, Recreation, under Agricultural 
lleaources) O.E. 01.0705 
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INFORMATION SHEET SUPPLEMENT 
Special Products O,E, 01.0706 
Field Man, Christmas Trees 
Woods Rider 
Woods BoBB 
Manager, District 
Agriculture, Other O,E, 01.0799 
Animal Keeper 
Dog Pound Attendant 
General Helper, Lab 
Kennelman 
~im/Al Correlater 
Grubber 
DOT 162.158-086 
DOT 442.137-010 
DOT 442,138-010 
DOT 442,168-010 
DOT 356.874-014 
DOT 356.874-026 
DOT 356.874-030 
DOT 356.874-038 
DOT 419.884-010 
DOT 429.887-014 
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AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
ASSIGNMENT SHEET 1 
DETERMINING THE NET DEMAND FOR OCCUPATIONS 
After the discussion on the use of the Occupational Training Infor-
mation System (OTIS Report) and the Agricultural Occupations Handbook, 
the student should complete this assignment sheet from the information 
found in the two reports. This assignment on agricultural production 
is used as an example to follow, 
Net Additional Manpower Requirements 
1972 
State Wide Totals for Oklahoma (Page 6 OTIS Report) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Cluster of 
Occupations 
TOTAL 
Demand 
Supply 
All Sources 
Demand 
Minus Supply 
Cluster 
Of Programs 
010100 Agricultural 
Production 
160201 Ranch 
Operations 
Where does 0101-0 Agricultural Production rank in the state wide manpower 
demand? 
(Page 37-38 in OTIS Report Cycle 4) 
(Note: Manpower demands by districts, P. 37-38) 
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AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
ASSIGNMENT SHEET 2· 
DETERMINING THE NET-DEMAND FOR OCCUPATIONS 
After the discussion on the use of the Occupational Training Infor-
~ System (OTIS Report) and the Agricultural Occupations Handbook, the 
the student should complete this assignlilent sheet from the information 
found in the two reports. This assignment on agricultural production 
is used as an example to follow. . 
Net Additional Manpower Requirements 
1972 
Statewide Totals for Oklahoma (Page 6 OTIS Report) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
Cluster of 
Occupations 
TOTAL 
Demand 
Supply 
All Sour.ces 
Demand 
Minus Supply 
Cluster 
'of Programs 
O.E. No, of 
Cluster 
Where qoes the occupation of your choice rank in the statewide manpower 
demand? 
(Page 37-38 in OTIS Report Cycle Four) 
(Note: Manpower demands by districts, P, 37-38) 
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AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - USING RESOURCE MATERIAL 
After the information sheet and information sheet supplement, the 
student should be able to complete the assignment sheet by using the 
resource materials. Agricultural Production is used as an example 
to follow, 
Complete by filling in the blanks. 
General 
Occupational Cluster 
OE 01.01 Agricultural 
Production 
Specific 
Occupational Clusters 
OE 01.0100 Agricultural 
Production 
Specific 
Occupations 
1. DOT 180.118-010 
Field Man 
2. DOT 
OE 01.01 _______ _ OE 01. 0101 Animal Science 1. DOT _____ _ 
2. DOT _____ _ 
OE 01. 01 _______ _ OE 01. 0102 ______ _ 1. DOT;.... ------
2, DOT _______ _ 
OE OLOl-_ ____ _ OE 01.0104 ____ _ 1. DOT _____ _ 
2. DOT _______ _ 
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AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - USING RESOURCE MATERIAL 
After the information sheets and information sheet supplement, the 
student should be able to complete the assignment sheet by using 
the resource material. The student should select the clusters of 
interest to him and from them choose the specific oc~upations that 
he wishes to explore. Complete the assignment by filling in the 
blanks following the example used in Assignment #3 
General Specific Specific 
Occupational Cluster Occupational Clusters Occµpations 
OE OE 1. DOT 
OE OE 1. DOT 
2. DOT 
OE OE 1. DOT 
2. DOT 
OE OE 1. DOT 
2. DOT 
OE OE 1. DOT 
2. DOT 
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AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
TEST 
1. Match the following terms with the correct definition: 
a. __ Agricultural Production 1. Involved in providing or grow-
ing crops and livestock 
b. On-farm-work 
2. The general area within the 
cluster or field of agri-
business which is concerned with 
the production of plant and 
animal products. 
2. Match the definitions of the instructional program with the correct 
general and/or specific agricultural production occupational cluster. 
a. Farm Business 
Management 
b. Animal Science 
c. Agricultural 
-- Production 
d. Plant Science 
1. Subject and learning activities which 
are concerned with the principles and 
processes involved in the planning 
related to and the economic use of 
facilities, land, water, machinery, 
chemicals, finance, and labor in the 
production of plant and animal products. 
Activities include classroom instruc-
tion and laboratory experiences in and 
out of school, including farms, ranches, 
and other agricultural related estab-
lishments. 
2. Planned learning experiences which are 
concerned with the study and operations 
dealing with theories, principles, 
and practices involved in producing 
(breeding, feeding, care and housing) 
animals and animal products for economic 
and other uses. 
3. Planned learning experiences which are 
concerned with the study and operations 
dealing with principles and practices 
involved in the culture and production 
of agricultural plants. 
4. Planned learning activities which are 
concerned with farm resources, analysis, 
accounting, production, financing, 
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TEST 
resource acquisition, purchasing, farm 
marketing, and maintenance. The results 
of those learning activities are applied 
to formulating decisions involved in 
managing a farm or ranch operation. 
3. Discuss in a short paragraph ways to enter an agri-business and natural 
resources occupation of your choice. 
4. What is one source from which you can determine the demand for occu-
pations in agri-business and natural resources in Oklahoma? 
5. Discuss in a short paragraph the: education and experience needed for 
an occupation of your choice in agri-business and natural resources, 
6. List three specific occupational clusters available within the general 
cluster of agricultural production. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
7. List one specific occupation in each of the following agri-business 
and natural resources cluster. 
Clusters Specific Occupations 
a. Animal Science ·1. 
b. Plant Science 2. 
c. Farm Business Management 3. 
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AGRICULTURAL CAREERS 
UNIT: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS 
ANSWERS TO TEST 
1. a. 2 
b. 1 
2. a. 3 
b. 2 
c. 4 
d. 1 
3. Discussion should include the following: 
a. Self-employed 
b. Capital 
c. Credit 
d. Partnership 
e. Paid-employee 
f·. Apprentice 
g. Part-time employment while in school 
4. OTIS Report (Occupational Training Information System) 
5. Discussion should include the following: 
a. Formal education 
b. Work experience 
c. Basicskills 
d. Supervised farm training programs 
6. Any three of the following: 
a. Animal Science 
b. Plant Science 
c. Farm Mechanics 
d. Farm Business Management 
7. One specific occupation should be selected from each of the agricultural 
production clusters. (Note: The instructor should use the information 
sheet supplement for the complete list and use it for checking.) 
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APPENDIX B 
Agricultural Careers 
General Test 
L Match the following terms to the correct definitipns. 
a. The likes and dislikes a person has. 
b. The events, skills, and facts making 
up a person's past, 
c. What a person is able to do. 
d, The characteristics of a person 
which determine how he gets along 
with others. 
e, The way a person looks at himeslf, 
1. Personality 
2, Interest 
3. Skills 
4. Experience 
5·, Self-discovery 
2, List six questions that you should ask yourself about your characteristics 
in looking at possible occupations, 
a. 
C, 
d. 
e. 
f, 
.3. Name a way to obtain experience for comparing occupations while :i.n school. 
4, Y.atch the characteristics that represent a career-conscious student on 
the right to the areas on the left. 
a. Work task 
b. Education 
l, A challenge, not always plaasant, 
but provides proof of ability. 
2. So,naching co avoid, unpleasa,it 
associations. 
1, Required, something to live t~rcugh 
an.:! get by, 
2. Preparation for life, appraciation 
for learning. 
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c. ~~- Work place 
, d, Self 
1. Where you put in time. 
2; Opportunity to achieve, something 
to identify with, 
1, Unique person, can control own destiny 
79 
2, Just a student, an object to be manipulated 
e, Teachers 1. Make decisions for you, ,someona to resist. 
2. Equals with differing responspons15ilities, 
f, Peers 1, Interdependency, cooperate 
2. Compete a3ainst, guard aga1nst 
5, List the seven general occupational areas that are in the field or cluster 
for agri-business and natural resources. 
a. 
b. 
C, 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
6. List five important factors to consider about an occupation before making a 
decision to select it as an occupation in your career. 
a. 
b, 
c. 
d. 
e. 
7. List the seven areas of instruction for the oroad field of agriculture. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
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8. List three specific occupational clusters available within the general 
cluster of agricultural production. 
a. 
b. 
C, 
9,· Match the definitions of the instructional program with tpe correct 
general and/or specific agricultural prodU:ction occupational cluster. 
a, Farm Business 
Management 
b, Animal Science 
c, ~~-Agricultural 
Production 
d, Plant Science 
1. Subject and learning activities which ar,: 
concerned with the principles and processes 
involved in the planning relati:!d ·to .and the 
economic use of facilities, land, water, 
machinery; chemicals. finance, and labor in 
the production of plant and animal products. 
Activities include classroom instruction and 
laboratory experiences in and out of school, 
including farms, ranches, and other agricul-
tural related establishments, · 
2. Planned learning experiences which ~re con-
cerned with the study and operations dealing 
with theories, principles, and practices in-
volved in producing (breeding, feeding, car~, 
and housing) animals and animal products for 
econolllic and other uses, 
3, Planned learning experiences which are con-
cerned with the study and operations dealing 
with principles and practices involved in the 
culture and production of agric~ltural plants. 
4, Planned learning activities which are con:-
cerned with farm resources, analysis, acc.0,.1:c-
iug, production, financing, r.::source acquii;ition, 
purchasing, fam mat'keting, and maintenanc,.,. 
The results of those learning accivities :..::~ 
applied to formulating decisions involvea ::.n 
managing a farm or ranch operation. 
10. tf.1at is one source from which you can dl;)termine th<! demand for occ..ipations 
within agricultural i;upplies/servicl?S in Oklahoma? 
a. 
11. List three specific occupational clusters· available witl'.in the genl?ral. 
occupational cluster of agricultural supplies and services. 
a, 
b. 
C, 
4 
12. What is one source from which you can determine the demand for occupations 
within agricultural mechanics in Oklahoma? 
a. 
13, List one specific occupation in each of the general and/or specific. 
agricultural clusters. 
Clusters Specific Occupations 
a. Agricultural-Power and Machinery 1, 
b, Water Management 2. 
14, List three specific occupational clusters available within the general 
occupational cluster of agricultural products. 
a. 
b, 
C, 
15, Match the definitions of the instructional programs on th~ right with the 
correct general and/or specific agricultural products occ~pational cluster 
on the left. 
Clusters 
a. ~~- Agricultural Products 
b. Food Products· 
c. ___ Dairy Products 
d, Nonfood Products 
Definitions 
1. OE 01.0402 - A combination of subject 
matter and practical experiences con-
cerned with information, scientific 
principles, processes, and marketing 
functions associated with nonfood 
products such as cotton, tobacco, arid 
wool, as well as the industrial nonfood 
uses of grains and oilseeds. 
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2. OE 01.040102 - A combination of subject 
matter and practical experiences con-
cerned with information, processes, 
science, and decisions associated with 
milk, and products derived from milk, 
e.g., cream, ice cream, butter and .cheese. 
3. OE 01.0400 - A combination of subject 
matter and learning experiences designed 
to track information, processes, scien-
tific principles, and management deci-
sions concerned with agricultural compe-
tencies in the food and non-food tech-
nology occupations. The groups of food 
products include (1) meat, fish, poultry, 
and eggs, (2) dairy products; (3) fruits 
and vegetables, (4) cereal grains, and 
(5) other foods and beverages. The non-
food products include cotton, tobacco, 
•) 
and wool, Instruction may be provided 
in any or all of these products. 
4, OE 01,0401 - A combination of subject 
matter and learning experiences con-
cerned with the scientific principles 
and operatio.ns involved in the prepara-
tion of agricultural products for sale 
and consumption, including home and 
institutional preparation of food and 
its nutritive value. 
16, List three specific occupational clusters available within the general 
occupational cluster of ornamental horticulture, 
a, 
b. 
C, 
17. List one specific occupation in each of the general and/or specific 
ornamental horticulture clusters. 
Clusters Specific Occupations 
a, A:irboticulture 1. 
b. Floriculture 2, 
C, Greenhouse Operation 3. 
and Management 
d. Landscaping 4. 
18, What is a source from which you can determine the demand for occupations 
within agricultural resources in Oklahoma? 
a. 
19, List three specific occupational clusters avail.able within the 
general occupational cluster of agricultural resources. 
a. 
b. 
C, 
20, List three specific occupational clusters available within the general 
occupational cluster of forestry. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
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21, List three areas of responsibility accepted by the farmer, 
a. 
b. 
C, 
22, List four areas of study taught in vocational agriculture that can 
aid you in becoming a farmer. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
23, List four tasks the meat cutter must perform. 
a. 
b. 
C, 
d, 
24, Draw a diagram which a high school student in vocational agriculture 
could follow to become a meat cutter. 
25. Identify the school that offers training in agricultural mechanics. 
a. Elementary school 
b. Private school 
c. Vocational-technical school 
26, Select from the following list the one that represents the approximate 
number of mechanics that will be needed in Oklahoma during 1972. 
a. 100 
b. 170 
C, 150 
d. 180 
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27. List two areas taught in vocational ·agriculture tha.t could aid a 
-person to become a nurseryman. 
a. 
b. 
28. List four personal traits which are desirable for a nurseryman to have. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
29. What ia the name of a school in Oklahoma where Forestry Technology 
is taught? 
a. 
30. List f0ur specific duties a forestry technician might perform. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
31. List. f.ive duties of an agricultural sales clerk. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
~. 
32. lkvc::lop chc plan fur becoming an agricultural sales clerk. 
JJ. Define the term "trial period." 
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